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News In Brief
An upset Jersey City wants to
auction off Statue of Liberty
JERSEY CITY, N.J. I Al' - City officials battling the federal
government over more than $940.000 in unpaid water bills for the
Statue of Liberty say if they don't get satisfaction they'll try to
foreclose and auction it off.
"God, it would be the greatest auction to see," Mayor Anthony
Cucci said Monday.
But Cocci admitted, We really do not want to sell the Statue of
Liberty. _What we do want is almost a million dollars. Fm going •
after it."
George Berk lacy. a spokesman for the U.S. Department of In- .
terior, which operates the island through the National Park Service, rose to- the defense of Lady Liberty, saying no entity can
foreclose on federal property.
"We'd like to find the guy who buys the statue and see if we
could sell him the Brooklyn Bridge," said Berklacy:
The city has urged the Interior Department to pay the- bill.
which covers three years and is mostly the result of a leaking
pipe. But a debt's a debt and officials must resort to more
forceful action, said Thomas Fodice, an attorney for the city.
After a $400.000 billing a couple years ago, federal officials
complaine(l. that there must have been a meter problem,
Berklacy said. Water officiVs later discovered the culprit was a
broken water line.
The bill continued to soar until the leak .was,plu&ged, and normal usage at the island brought it to its present sum.
Liberty Island and the Statue of Liberty were to be listed for an
Oct. 26 public auction. but the legal ad, scheduled to run Friday,
was pulled, said city tax collector Tim Rausch.
Cucci conceded that auctioning off the statue, which will
celebrate its 100th birthday next year. is a little rash.
I don't want to sell the lady." he said. ''It might get into the
wrong hands."
But city officials say the federal government should pay up
because it owns the pipe and the water came from the city.
The statue is already the center of a legal wrangle between the
states of New York and New Jersey over taxes.
The island sits in the New York Harbor betwe,en the two states
and has a Jersey City address. but New York collects tax from
the sales of souvenirs and.other material.

Steve Zea, executive vice "available out there."
president of Murray-Calloway
The grant is a matching grant
County Chamber of Commerce requiring $269,000 from local
board, told board members sources.
yesterday that a grant from the
"We hope the cost will be
Economic Development Agency $500,000 rather than $650,000, but
was announced Sept. 6 that will we won't know til we get the
pay $390,000 for water and sewer bids," Zea added.
lines to the industrial park.
Zea also told the board that
"It is badly needed," said Zea. Tuesday. Sept. 24, Murray will
"We're going to. have an in- be up for its certified city
dustrial park for first time in evaluation. "The committee will
Calloway Couny history, be here all day," he informed
because this is the first time them.
water and sewage has been
The camper station bridge,
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located on the lot adjoining the
Chamber of Commerce
building, has been concreted for
preServation.
Zea reported that Neil Weber
of the Murray State University
geosciences department, will
prepare a large map for a sign to
be erected at the station.
Spots will be sold on the sign to
restaurants and gas stations to pay for the sign. Motels, shops
and physical landmarks like the
university and Exposition
Center will automatically ap-

pear. Smaller copies of the map
will be available at the Chamber
of Commerce building, Zea said.
Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival plans are being
set for June 28-29, 1986, at the
Exposition Center.
The center will have the rights
for concessions, and will allow
civic clubs who are non-profit to
have_ _concession- stands outside the center at a cost of 25 percent
of their profit. Interested
organizations should contact
Bill Holt director of the center

Former Peace Prize
winner speaks out

illiams -

I'var

l'riit. it inner

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
and hit three children v. ho
3n the roadside. One was a
Staff Writer
"The time for being nice about week-old baby in a carriage.
peace is gone," asserted Betty
• Ms. Williams spoke with a
Williams, 1977 Nobel Peace broken voice as she
Prize winner.
remembered the Maguire
Speaking to a sparse crowd of children - John. Andrew and
40, Ms. Williams skirted no issue Joann - all of whom died tragic
and took on "the powers that deaths there that day.
''I made a promise to that litbe" in her message against
tle girl as she lay dying in my
violence and hunger.
"I may sound like I live in an arms to stop the violence.
"First I was in shock, then
idealistic world, but I don't. I've
spent most of my life surround- anger set in. I went through- the
ed by war. I'm not a pacifist. streets of Belfast that night, pro
ButA-believe- you-have tcr have-a----vasional IRA territot-y,- ai,..
dream, make it a goal and fight banged on doors "
With peace petition in hand.
for it."
In 1976, though Ms. Williams she demanded to know how people could sleep at night while
had been the butt of antiCatholicism in Northern Ireland such obscenities ‘k ere
and had witnessed the ravages happening.
of civil war most of her life, her
That was the beginning of the
movement that came to be the
life changed one day as she
Community of Peace People.
drove home from her mother's.
Through rallies that left several
She saw the Irish Republican
women marchers dead along the
Army open fire on British
way, the CPP came to make
soldiers who shot back, killing
the IRA man driving the vehicle.
The car swerved off the road (Com on page ?)

Reports dominate school board meeting
tatives of both school districts
By KEVIN BOWDEN
will meet with Circuit Judge
Staff Writer
James Lassiter, where both parMonday night's regularly.
ties will have to make a decision
scheduled Murray School Board
as. to how to divide the $317.202
meeting was dominated by nearly three hours of repery*, by , escrow account.
Howe presented three difschool officials, attorney
on
ferent options, ranging in cost
Overbey and CPA Red Howe.
from less than $8,000 to an
Howe attended the school
estimated $60,000, involving
board meeting as the.Calloway
detailed testing on two different
Circuit Court appointed accounlevels as compared to individual
tant hired in the court case
billing identifications which
which has 39 months of tax bills
would take until September 1986.
In an escrow account pending
according to an eitimate by
clarification of the city and
Howe.
county school district boune
According'to Howe's recomdaries. By October 2, represen-

mendation to the Murray School
Board, he estimated that the
board should adopt the cheapest
alternative, a recommendation
which received the support of
superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey and several board
members. Howe estimated that
by dividing the Murray Water,
South Central Bell and AT&T.
Murray Electric, and Murray
Natural Gas taxes in the escrow
account, that the Murray School
District should receive $52,162
and the Calloway County School
District should receive $265,040.
Board chairperson Doris Cella

and board member Dr Richard
Crouch are scheduled to meet
with representatives of the county school board by the October
date, at which time a compromise is expected to be made
In a separate report. Murray
Area Vocational School principal Jim Lawson and Overbey
advised against a proposed
renovation project being con
sidered by the school board. At
previous meeting's. hoard
members and Jeffrey had expressed an interest in seeking a
tt'ont'd on pa ge• 2,

Miller likely
choice as neNs
budget director
WASHINGTON IAPI James C. Miller III is headed for
certain Senate approval as
budget director, but he first
faces grilling on his views on
deregulation from lawmakers
skeptical -over- -the • - growing authority of the budget office.

Tonight will be mostly clear
and cold with a low in the low
to mid 40s and calm winds.
Wednesday will be partly
cloudy and milder with a high
In the lower 70s and light
southeast wind.

Miller, a conservative
economist who has been chairman of the Federal Trade Commission since 1981, has been a
outspoken advocate of a reduced
role for government in the
marketplace.

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls forfairlo parry-cloudy
skies with mild days and cool
nights.

Those views, coining at a time
when members of both parties
have voiced concern over the Office of-Manage.tnextt _and
Widget's expanding regulatory
role, were bound to produce
sharp questioning from the
Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1
Barkley Lake . 355.2
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CITY

Park gets help with water and sewer

Elsewhere...
MF:%11-0CITY - Rescue workers say they found 26 survivors
of Mexico's two killer earthquakes when they tunneled into the
ruins of a government technical school. Six Americans were kill
ed in the quakes and 12 are Missing, the U.S. Embassy says.
LOS ANGELES - Nancy Reagan says she was deeply affected
when she saw the horror wrought by Mexico City's killer quakes,
hut she emerged from her whirlwind tour of the stricken capital
with heightened admiration for America's southern neighbors..
I - NrrEn NATIONS - Secretary of State George P. Shultz says
the Soviet Union should "get down to real business" and join the
United States in negotiating an arms control agreement "that
would enhance strategic stability and strengthen deterrence."
-WM NNESIti'HG, South Africa - A government commission
proposes proclaiming some tribal land part of "white" South
Africa - a plan that would forcibly uproot about 42.000 people.
mostly blacks.
ASHIN G TOA - President Reagan, making two stops in Tennessee to plug his tax overhaul program, is keeping the pressure
on Congress to enact his sweeping plan this year despite warnings by Senate and House leaders it can'tbe finished that quickly.
15.-ISHINGTON - Declining food and fuel prices are keeping
overall inflation at such modest levels that some analysts are
saying the 1985 cost-of-living increase coulii be the lowest in nearly two decades.
WASH'.%•GTO.% - ['resident Reagan's proposal Monday to
allow the export of drugs not'approved for use in this country promises to reopen a heated debate over the morality of selling
foreign consumers medicines that Americans don't trust enough
to use themselves.
-isi/M:TON - A report being' released today by the
American Federation of Teachers and the Council for Basic
Education condemns what it calls the widespread practice of
assigning teachers to teach subjects they are not trained in.
Union leader Albert Shanker calls it "education's dirty little
secret ."
WErERS CAVE. Va. - The death toll in commercial aviation's worst year continued to grow as a commuter plane carrying 14 people crashed into a cloud-shrouded , mountain, and
rescuers saw no signs of survivors, authorities said.
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Stockman left Aug. 1 to take a
high-paying job with a Wall
Street investment house.

RECOGNITION FOR SF:RVICE - Four Nlurriy State University staff employees with a combined,
total of 144 sears of %mice are congratulated by Dr. Kaia M.Stroup (left ). university president. Shim n
with her (from right) are %.ivian Hale (31 years). Naomi Rogers (38 years), Ann l'age (33 years) and
Catherine Purdom (42 years), who retired June 30. Dr. Stroup visited Sparks Hall. along with other
points on the campus, to present pins and certificates to employees with 20 or more years of service as
part of the staff recognition program in which she participated with the Staff Congress.
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Peace Prize...
(l'onf'd front nage 11
some changes in the viqlent
complexion of Northern Ireland.
Through their accomplishments, violence in
Ulster has dropped 98.7 percent.
One accomplishment was the
founding of 17 small factories in
Ireland managed by
housewives. "We're starting
small. With 16t percent_
unemployment — 89 percent in
some pockets — we knew we
couldn't
in with a huge cornglomerate and fancy money and
then pull out again, leaving peo-

P
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School hoard...
_I( nnt'el

front page. I.

delapidated house to be
renovated by students at the
vocational school.
Problems with low resale
value, difficulty in selling a
renovated house and a high risk
of accidents were all cited as pitfalls in the proposed project.
"I think it's a bad idea...a noble effort., but I think you'll
have a lot of criticism...and
more problems than this board
needs to cope with," Said
Overbey.
The board made no decision
concerning the project, but took
the comments of OVerbey and
Lawson under advisement.
Doralyn Lanier. district curriculum coordinator, presented
seven detailed reports to the
school board, beginning with an
outlined report on interpreted
'lest score results from the NEST
and CTBS tests. Lanier also
presented the school district's
Annual Performance Report„
which included a table which
showed 78.5 percent of the 1984
senior class to be collegebound.
Murray's high percentage of collegebound seniors ranked. 35 percent above the state average, a
figure termed "signifigant" by
Cella.
Unanimous approval was
granted to a $5,440 staff aevelopment proposal. drafted by
Lanier and including a June 1987
completion date for the teacher
improvement program. And it
was third time lucky for a proposal to initiate, a high school
video class, as board members

F:NI)

, SF:1•111:SIIIF:I{

pie more demoralized than
before."
Ms. Williams' pet project is
the :first integrated school in
Ireland's history. Started with
16 pupils — half Protestant and
half Catholic — there are now
300 students and a waiting list of
500
Foundations for another
school have been dug. The new
school is dedicated to Ann
Maguire, the mother of John.
Andrew and Joann. She killed
herself out of grief four years
after_ her children died.
CPP members are patient.
Ms. Williams said they have a
50-year plan to unite Catholics
aind Protestants in Ulster, whose
prejudices she likens to the
granted unanimous approval to
the $5,500 proposed budget.
The proposal had met with
defeat at two prior board
meetings, but was giveir the go
ahead during last night's
meeting. The budget will include
a $500 salary for teacher Lynne
Melton and $5,000 for two
cameras, tripods, a lighting
system. microphones, and a
half-inch simple editing
machine.
•
The video production class
will operate as an after-school,
extracurricular activity, on a
one-year trial basis. The school
video club would occupy Channel 28 on the local Cablevision
station, according to Lanier.
In a final report by Lanier, she
informed the School board that
the district will host a Henry
County, Tenn. master teacher
on October .7. The teacher will
speak for two hours, beginning
at 2:45 p.m.. on the career ladder program at Henry County
High School.
In other action, the school
board:
•Approved a request from
the Calloway County Humane
Society to locate boxes at
athletic events, on a trial basis,
for use as collection boxes for
pet food.
, •
•Approved a request from
the high school FBLA chapter to
sell Murray High glass mugs
this fall _as a fund raising
project.
•Tabled a proposal to purchase a $9,050 1979. 20 passenger
mini-bus. The consensus of the
board was that Jeffrey should
look for a new bus before considering the 1979 bus, which has
about 76,000 miles on it

14. I9a5

blackwhite dichotomy, in the
United States.
Ms. Williams. along with CPP
co-founder Mairead Corrigan,
the Maguire children's aunt,
won the peace prize in 1977, but
spent three days deciding
whether they would accept the
prize and the responsibilities of
fighting for peace not only in
Northern Ireland, but around
the world.
Traveling from Nicaragua to
Ethiopia — to troubled spots all
around the globe — Ms.
Williams is _a passionate opponent to what she sees wrong in
the world.
"Natural tragedies are bad
enough, yet we kill each other
still.
"People never see trouble on
their doorstep till it gets to the
living room, then it's too late."
In Nicaragua. she saw the terrible slaughter of villagers from
the Contras supported by' the
U.S. government.
"1 didn't stay on the V.I.P.
trail. I spent three weeks in the
mountains with people on the
borders of Honduras and
Nicaragua.
"Anyone who supports the
U.S. government in Nicaragua
is terribly wrong, and you will
see this.
"Yes, they receive weapons
from Russia, but they are World
War II issue. They have no amphibious tanks in this country
which is all volcanic, full of
rivers and mountains.
"It's not that I support the
Sandinistas. but they have
brought improvements in living
conditions of the people and I
found that the people want the
Sandinistas."
In Ethiopia. she went to take
'food and nutrients to famine victims. In a village of 789 refugees,
700 were children — all dying of
malnutrition. She called for aid
from a Norwegian friend to
airlift the children to safety. At
the end of the day, 362 had died.
"Can anyone say this is right
in a world that can feed itself?"
she asked.
Ms. Williams argued that
peace in the world is
everybody's business. No one
has -rights when it comes -to
violence, and "silence and
apathy are the two greatest
violences.
"Bloodspilling is not the way
to solve anything. If you love
your country you should live for
it, not die for it."

THERE'S
A NEW TRUCK
ON THE ROAD.

After 14-hour Illinois concert, FarmAidas
focus is nols shifting to nation as Capitol
CHAMPAIGN. Ill. (AP) —
The focus shifts this week from
America's heartland to its
Capitol after FarmAid. Willie
Nelson's all-star concert for
troubled farmers that apparently raised a fifth of the money he expected.
The Senate Agriculture Committee is poised to debate a farm
bill that grabbed center-stage at
Sunday's 15-hour musical extravaganza, prompting the Illinois Farm Bureau president to
criticize the concert as "a
carefully orchestrated political
event."
-Last night's concert was
loaded with a political message
the Farm Bureau totally rejects." said John White. "The
concert stage became a soapbox
for a small group of entertainers
pleading support for a poorly
understood piece of legislation."
Nelson. singers Neil Young
and David Allan Coe, actor
Timothy Hutton and others used
the concert to promote a farm
bill sponsored by Sen. Thomas
Harkin, D-Iowa. and backed by
the American Agriculture
Movement.
The bill was set for a committee vote Thursday. Nelson said
he hoped FarmAid's television
audience would pressure
lawmakers to approve- the
measure.
"It's not going to be easy and
it may not happen," he said.
"Even if it passes, it may get
vetoed" by President Reagan.
Young said the measure would
boost farmers' incomes by 30
percent while lifting consumer
prices by only 3 percent to 5
percent.

H Hunan arrested
sheriffs dept.

'If this bill doesn't pass, I
think e American family farm
Is going to die, and I think that's
worth fighting for," he said.
The Farm Bureau argues that
Harkin's proposal would further
dry up export markets for U.S.
grain and force even more family farmers off the land.

"The majority of American
farmers don't want the Harkin
farm bill and we don't appreciate a very small group of
entertainers telling us we do,"
White said, indicating that FarmAid fell short of its moneyraising goal largely because of
Its political overtones.

MSU Homecoming News
Reunion banquets in four
academic departments are
among "Records to
Remember" '85 Homecoming
events scheduled Friday. Oct. 4,
at Murray State University.
Biology alumni and friends
will gather at the Hancock
Biological Station at 2 p.m. for a
barbecue dinner. Some alumni
plan to combine the dinner with
full weekend fishing on Kentucky Lake. Reservations at $5
per person or $10 per family
may be made by calling (502)
762-2786.
The home economics alumni
dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris
Center. Speaker for the evening
is Dr. Alice Koenecke. Reservations for the dinner are $8.50 per
person and may be made by
calling or sending them to Dawn
Sled& Department of Home
Economics, Murray State
University, Murray. Ky.. 42071,
telephone (502)'762-3367. —
Dr. Virginia Slimmer will be
the hostess for a social hour
from 5 to 7 p.m. for home
economics alumni and friends in
her home at 800 Sycamore St. in
Murray.
The agriculture alumni banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. in the
small ballroom of the Curris
Center. The Outstanding

Wildie Graves Hillman, 51,
A group of musical Murray
Route 2, Murray is being held in
.
State University alumni has
the Calloway County Jail on
dusted off their instruments
charges of first degree wanton
again in preparation for the
endangerment and third degree
fourth annual Golden Memories
criminal mischief following a
Dance on Homecoming Eve Frishooting incident early today.
day, Oct. 4, from 9 p.m. to midThe Calloway County Sheriff's
night in the Curris Center
Department received a call
Atrium on the campus.
from George Garland about 3:30
One of the most popular
a.m. today, claiming that
events of the Homecoming
Hillman was shooting into the
weekend, the dance will feature
Garland residence on Ky. 280,
the All-Star Alumni Big Band —
about 12 miles east of Murray.
a group of Murray State
HIMM111—Wal arrested" witfiEut
incident by deputy Max Dowdy.. graduates, faculty members
and students who will play
In a separate report, the
sheriff's department, in a Sun- -original arrangements of big
bands such as Glen Miller,
day evening and a Monday night
Count Basle, Artie Shaw, Tomraid, confiscated 28 marijuana
my Dorsey, Glen Gray, Louis
plants and two marijuana
Armstrong, Harry James and
plants, respectively. The 28
Claude Thornhill, as well as
plants were taken from a patch
more recent favorites of Stan
located about 10 miles ,westof
Kenton and the "Tonight Show"
Murray and the other two plants
orchestra.
were discovered in the New Con"The music for the evening
cord area.
will be continous, as we have linNo specific street value was
ed up other alumni musicians to
placed on the plants, which were
play even while the band is on
described-as "big plants...with a
break." explained Dr. Roger
high street valfe'," by Dowdy.

Agriculture Alumnus will be
named at the banquet.
Reservations for the
agriculture banquet are $8.50
per person and may be made by
contacting Richard Price, Route
1. Murray, Ky., 42071. telephone
(502) 489-2586.
Nursing alumni will gather at
,7 p.m. at the Murray Holiday
Inn for their annual nursing banquet. Jeannette Furches, assistant professor of nursing at Murray State, will be the speaker.
Reservations for the nursing
banquet may be made by calling
Dana Bazzell at (502) 759-9379
after 5 p.m.
A special tribute will be paid
to Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp at
the annual College of Business
and Public Affairs banquet, also
on Friday-evening. Hogancamp
served Murray State 37 years
before his retirement earlier
this year.
Featured speaker for the banquet, which is open-to anyone interested in attending, will be
Harry Lee Waterfield of
Frankfort, a 1932 graduate and
former regent who is now serving as chairman of the MSU
Foundation board of trustees.
Reservations for the banquet,
which begins at 6 p.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom, are $8
per person and may be made by
calling (502) 762-4181.

Reichmuth, chairman of the
Department of Music and director of the band.
One week prior to the performance, band members will
gather for a rehearsal and
cookout for the members. "In
this way, the musicians will get
to socialize as well as enjoy performing and it makes the event
doubly enjoyable," Reichmuth
said.
Tickets for the Golden
Memories Dance are $5 per person and may be ordered by mail
or purchased by visiting the
Department of Music on the second floor of the Price Doyle
Arts Center between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Mail orders may be addressed: Golden Memories Dance,
Box 2022, University Station,
Murray, Ky., 42071. Checks
should be made payable to MSU
Department of Music. All pro:
ceeds from the dance will go for
scholarships.

SNAPPER
Year End Clearance

$200 Offmi
Snapper Riders and
Rear Tine Tillers
Through Oct. 5
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PERSPECTIVE
Department to drop the
Presser probe so as to conceal
the manner in which the bureau was manipulated by the
Teamster boss.
Such speculation ought to
spur the Justice Department
to review and revise its guidelines on the use of informers.
Managing informants is a delicate process that frequently
places federal authorities in
the awkward position of using
dubious means in order to
achieve a desired end. The
awkwardness is particularly
acute in Mr. Presser's case,
inasmuch as he is the only
major union leader who supported President Reagan's
election in 1980 and his reelection in 1984.
Meanwhile, a federal judge
has instructed a Cleveland
grand jury to proceed with its
investigation into the government's use of Mr. Presser as
an informer. The Teamster
boss's uncle, who was sent to
prison in 1983 for embezzling
union funds, has been granted
a new trial on grounds that
the defense was not informed
of Mr. Presser's role as government informant. And the
federal prosecutor in Ohio is
looking into possible improprieties in that trial to
determine whether criminal
charges should be brought
against government officials
involved in the Presser investigation.
The Justice Department
would do well to conclude its
internal investigation of the
Presser fiasco without further
delay.

business mirror
NEW YORK ( AP ) — If there
is any such thing as a natural
order in the stock market, many
people say it has lately gotten
out of whack.
The tail is wagging the dog.
The cart is pulling the horse.
Whatever metaphor is used, the
message is that stock prices are
moving up and down as a result
of forces unrelated to stock
values.
It all started with the introduction a few years back of options
and futures contracts on stockmarket indexes. When you buy
an index future, you effectively
place a bet that the index itself
will rise before the delivery date
specified in the contract.
Index futures work just like
similar contracts on pork
bellies, plywood or platinum, except that a stock index isn't a
physical commodity that can be
delivered when it is time to settle a contract. To get around
that problem, the rules call for
payment to be made in cash.
One important characteristic
of futures is that they are free to
fluctuate independently of the
current market for the underlying commodity. If a stock index
is at 100 today, the contract for
December settlement isn't
necessarily also at 100. It might
be at 104, or 102. or even 98.
Come December, however,
the futures contract's price will
naturally tend to converge with
the index itself, until the two
meet by the delivery date.
Once you understand these
basic principles, how can you
turn them to your financial
benefit? Well, if you have
enough chips to play with — at
least a few million dollars worth
— there is a strategy that involves little or no theoretical
risk.
Say the index is at 100, and the
December future is at 103. You
don't know, any more than the
next person does, whether the

by chet currier
stock market is going to rise or
fall between now and December.
But you do know that by
December, the two numbers,
now 3 points apart, will come
together, whether the meeting
point occurs at 75 or 150. So you
sell a December contract at 103
and buy the current index at 100.
Buy the current index? You
can't do that. It isn't an entity
that is available for sale or purchase. But, instead, you can buy
a "basket" of individual stocks
that make up the index. ,
The whole thing has to be executed quickly to work right. So
your buy orders for the stocks
hit the market in a barrage,
driving up stock prices briefly.
Suppose, then, that a few
weeks from now the index is still
at 100. while the December
future has also fallen to 100. You
square your position in the
futures market by buying back
the contract you sold earlier. A
profit there.
And you square your position
in the stock market by selling
the stocks you bought earlier —
once again in a quick blast of
orders that hits the trading floor
hard. While your sell
"program" is being conducted,
stock prices briefly tumble, but
you come out about even on the
stock side of your maneuver.
Now imagine that you are not
alone in this activity — that
several big brokerage houses
are intensely pursuing the same
tactics. At any unpredictale
moment when their comriVe s
tell them a profit opportunit exists, they pile into the market
with buy or sell programs.
The result is periodic spells of
freakish weather in the stock
market. The question islwhether
that freakish weather might
scare away the small investors
who are supposed to give the
market depth and strength and a
measure of stability.
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garrott's galley

Unanswered questions
The Jackie Presser problem
is like the proverbial bad
penny for the Reagan administration.
Recently, the U.S. Justice
Department decided not to
prosecute the Teamsters
union president for embezzling tens of thousands of dollars from his Cleveland Local
in a payroll padding scheme.
That decision dumbfounded
the federal strike force on organized crime and labor racketeering that had spent three
years building a case against
Mr. Presser The curious decision also prompted two congressional probes to determine why the FBI gave the
union boss a green light to
commit crimes in return for
his cooperation with the bureau's investigation into labor
corruption.
Among the unanswered
questions is whether FBI
agents acted properly in
granting Mr. Presser permission to break the law. Congress also wants to know why
it was necessary to use a
major union leader as an informer. More to the point: Did
the Teamster president use
this special relationship with
federal authorities to
strengthen his position in the
union by turning in his rivals
or enemies?
Indeed, sources close to the
investigation say that Mr.
Presser's tips led to the conviction in 1982 of Roy Williams. his predecessor as
Teamster president. This
lends credence to the theory
that the FBI asked the Justice
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The case of the. missing Buick Electra
and our absent-minded county attorney
Our good friend and county attorney, Max Parker, finds
himself in somewhat of an embarrassing dilemma. He doesn't
know whether to prosecute
himself or not on a charge of
"unauthorized use of an
automobile." If mystery writer
Earle Stanley Gardner was still
alive, he probably would write a
book about Max and call it "The
Case of the Absentminded
Barrister."
The "charge" stems from an
incident last Thursday in which
Max *unwittingly got his wheels
mixed up.
He had left his relatively new
pickup at Parker Ford for
replacement of a shattered glass
in the passenger side door. The
Parker boys had provided him
with a white, 1985 LTD to drive
until the new glass could be installed in the truck.
He drove it on up to the courthouse and parked it on the east
side of the square just outside
his office.
• • •
It wasn't long after that before
Marie Keel drove up in her 1978
blue Buick Electra. She parked
it in a vacant space alongside
the LTD. She and her husband.
Max, operate Keel's Vacuum
Sales & Service in Be! Air Shopping Center.
She was headed for Holland
Medical across the street to pick
up some hand lotion. Knowing
she would be gone only a few
minutes, she didn't bother to
take the keys out of her car.
As she started across the
street, she had to wait until a car
passed. At the wheel was Don

Henry, the State Farm Mutual
insurance man with whom she
has her car insurance. They
waved as he passed.
• • •
Apparently, she had just
entered the store when out of the
courthouse came Max, headed
for Ray Broach's office in the
Calloway County Farm Bureau
building farther down South 4th
Street. A premium was due on
one of his insurance policies.
and he wanted to take care of it.
Instead of getting into the
white LTD Ford loaned him by
the Parker boys, however, he
absent-mindedly got into the
blue Buick, started it up, and
backed out and drove the two
blocks to Ray's office.
Within a few minutes, out of
the drug store came Mrs. Keel to
discover her car gone. "I went
over to the place where I had left
my car," she said, "at least
that's where I thought I had left
it, but it wasn't there. I looked
up and down the street, but there
wasn't a blue car parked
anywhere along there.
"That's when I got kinda
shook," she went on. "You get a
funny feeling when it suddenly
dawns on you that your car may
have been stolen."
Having seen Don pass only a
few minutes earlier and knowing his office was just down the
street on North 4th, she, not
knowing much else to do at the
moment, headed for there.
When you think of the possibility
that your wheels have been
stolen, that's the first thing you
think of — your car insurance.
Almost on the verge of ner-

vous tears, Mrs. Keel told Don
how she had left the car and that
it was missing: She simply
assumed someone had stolen it.
• • •
Don then punched around on
the keyboard of his computer
and called up the pertinent information on the Keel car — serial
and license numbers, make,
model, year and all that stuff.
Then he called the city police. A
few minutes minutes later, Officer Joye Mills was at Don's office, picked up the information
and filed a missing auto report
on the car.
Meanwhile, down at the Farm
Bureau building, Max, having
completed his business there.
came out, and for the first time.
realized that he had taken the
wrong car.
"I had a white LTD," he
recalls thinking, "and this is a
blue Buick. Yet, it's the car I
drove down here. This is someone else's car! I've taken the
wrong one!"
Back to the courthouse he
went, but this time there was no
vacant parking space near the
white LTD he should have been
driving. He ended up parking on
the other side of the courthouse.
Jotting down the license
number, he went into the
sheriff's office and asked David
Balentine to check and see who
owned a blue Buick Electra with
that license number.
It took David only a few
minutes to do this with a call to
the Murray City Police at city
hall. But in doing so, a frown
crossed his face as he listened to

the city officer. Then turning to
Max, he told him the car belonged to the Keels but that it had
been reported as stolen.
Then things began to fall in
place.
Mrs. Keel, still at Don's office,
was getting ready to go out to
her Bel Air place. Don had
volunteered to drive her there,
but because of some last moment paperwork, was delayed
for a few minutes in doing so.
Then, just before they were
ready to leave his office, Officer
Mills called to say that the car
had been found and that Mrs.
Keel was wanted in the county
attorney's office,
"I couldn't imagine why I was
wanted over there and asked
Joye ( Officer Mills) what they
wanted with me," she said. "She
had no idea either, but offered to
go with me if I wanted her to.
But, that wasn't necessary.
"When I got over there, I
found out what had happened.
and we all had a good laugh out
of it. Then, two days later, I
received a nice letter from Max,
again apologizing for taking the
car.
"It is something that could
have happened to anyone," she
laughed, "but we both learned a
lesson. I learned not to leave the
_keys in my car when I leave it,
and Max learned to pay more attention to tilt car fie was getting
into."
-They even served a warrant
on me, charging 'unauthorized
use of an automobile,"' Max added, laughing, "so I guess I'll
have to figure out a way to prosecute myself now!"

elected vice president of
Western District of Kentucky

Proving Ground, Md., on Sept.
22.

• • •

looking back
Ten years ago
Dr. E.B. Howton of Murray
has been named to Kentucky
Board of Agriculture.

The Dairy Judging Team of
Calloway County Chapter of
Future Farmers of America
won first place in Mid-South
Dairy Judging Contest at Memphis, Tenn. Kenneth Paschall.
FFA member, won first place in
dairy showmanship. Carman
Parks is chapter advisor.
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Also winning honors at MidSouth Dairy Judging Contest
was Kentucky 4-H Dairy Judging Team. Local members are
Debra Tucker and Danna
Shipley.
Danny Chadwick of Murray is
a cheerleader at Murray State
University.
Cynthia Joe Thornton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Thornton, and Eugene
Hester, son of Radford Hester
and Mrs. Dorothy Dick, were
married at North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.

Twenty years ago
Dr. C.C. Lowry has

been

Medical Association at state
meeting held in Louisville. Dr.
John Quertermous was named
as one of two delegates from
KMA to American Medical
Association.
Jerry Stark, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles B. Stark, Rt. 2.
Murray, showed Junior Champion Holstein heifer at Kentucky
State Fair, Louisville. He is a
member of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America.
Marilyn Jean Cohoon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon of Murray, and
Clyde Elbert Adkins III, son of

Thirty years ago
Army Cpl. David W Pullen.
son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Pullen, graduated from Jungle
Warfare Training Center, Fort
Sherman, Canal Zone.
Pfc. John H. Barnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C
Barnett, recently took part in
battalion training tests held by
25th Infantry Division on island
of Hawaii.
Dr. Ora Mason spoke about
-The Habits of Children" at a
meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club

Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Adkins Jr. of
Henderson. were mrried Aug. 22
at First Baptist Church.

Norman Hale is scoutmaster
of Boy Scout Troop 77 which
meets each Monday at First
Christian Church.

Pvt. Myles W. Todd, son ot
Mr. and Mrs. Ivie C. Todd. completed an automotive repair
course at Army Ordnance
Center and School, Aberdeen

The Rev. J. Howard Nichols,
pastor of First Christian
Church, spoke about "Religion
The Home" at a- meeting of
-Iome Department of Murray
•Voman's Club.

letters to the editor
Dear Editor:
When the Kentucky State
Council for Higher Education
evaluates our state university
system there are areas where
economics can be effected if the
universities did some soul searching and the lawmakers should
mandate such procedures when
appropriating tax dollars.
It certainly would be to the
legal profession's interest to
close a law school and eliminate
legal competition throughout the
state. I feel that most Kentuckians would agree that what
we need is more attorneys
available. Perhaps then their
prices would be more appropriate to the needs of all the
people. The word is more, not
less. THere is no justification in
closing UK's law school.
The same applies to UK's dental school. There are thousands
who seldom or ever see a dentist, simply because they cannot
afford one.
May I suggest that the Council
face the truth and demonstrate
courage. and zeal by eliminating
one of the mega-million dollar
albatrosses hanging on the taxpayer's neck. Close Kentucky
State University. The entire
university is an unnecessary
_ duplication of higher education.
It serves co function that U of L
and UK don't already provide.
Sentiment and nostalgia are insufficient justification for its existence, and it does not have a
bonafide mission. May I further
suggest that the entire campus
be converted into a muchneeded multi-prison complex. It
0

would be an excellent location
where our government can
oversee its operation. It would
save the taxpayers millions of
dollars.
In conclusion, I would remind
all the members of the Council
and legislature whose livelihood
andposition comes from all. or
in part, from the rural and
agriculture dependent people of
this state, if the Council makes a
decision to eliminate any of the
sevices provided by the University of Kentucky to these people
in these troubled times, their actions will weighed upon heavily
and corrected at the appropriate
time and place.
Vance C. Johns
115 South Sherrin Avenue
Louisville. Ky.
Dear Editor:
It appears the earthquake
disaster in Mexico has awakened the tender emotions of the
world. One reads and hears of
untiring and self sacrificing efforts by teams of rescuers from
all countries, and it stirs our
feelngs of brotherhood with our
fellow human beings. What an
enigma that these very admirable human qualities seem
to surface only when. natural
disasters occur, and are totally
submerged in our daily living as
we choose not to see other real
tragedies caused by our irresponsible behavior.
The last voyage of the
Greenpeace ship, Rainbow Warrior, was a mercy mission to
remove survivors of Rongelap
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Island in the Pacific to Mejato
Island 90 miles away. What
these people had survived was
atomic radiation by the United
States and France who had been
systematically contaminating
and vaporizing the Marshall
Islands since World War II. In
1947 it had been decided by the
United States government that
Micronesia was an "ideal" site
for these atrocities, being of
suitable climate and geographic
location 4,500 miles from the
U.S. mainland. By 1958, 66
nuclear bombs had been exploded over the Marshalls by the
United States. and 41 by France
between 1966 and 1975. After 25
years of testing and research at
Kwajalein. the United States is
now ready for Star Wars, and
the people of Rongelap, ater suffering years of cancer, miscarriages and high rates of birth
defects, have finally given up
their, taameland for the sake of
their posterity. Their island environment is hopelessly and permanently contaminated.
After its mercy mission the
Rainbow Warrior, as we all
know, was sabotaged by the
French government as it lay at
anchor in Auckland. New
Zealand, prior to its next mission to protest France's further
nuclear testing in the Pacific.
The sinking of the ship resulted
In the murder of one crew
member.'
Where have the tender emotions of the world been
throughout the years of suffering by the Marshall Islanders?

Perhaps they will be awakened
after all of this wonderful
knowledge of nuclear weaponry
has spawned our own demise.
Betty Duvall
915 Coldwater Road
Murray, Ky.

Dear Editor:
It is appropriate that we
review our earthquake potentials which parallel the situation
in Mexico City. They are:
1. A 7.6 Richter magnitude
earthquake has been projected
for our area since 1980 by scientists and responsible federal
agencies.
2. Like Mexico City, most of
our towns and cities are situated
along rivers and on old lake beds
of glacial origin instead of
volcanic. There is little or no
solid rock foundation.
3. Unlike Mexico, our local
and state officials have had no
experience dealing with a major
seismic tragedy. Indeed, little or
no concern has been shown to
this date.
4. Since 1980 our planet ha
been in an earthquake cycle according to the scientists.
The agony our neighbors in
Mexico are experiencing should
be fair warning to us to get our
act together in order to reduce
the loss of lives here.
Sincerely yours,
Corinne Whitehead
League of Women Voters
of Kentucky
Route 9. Box 25A
Benton, Ky.

•
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception
Mr. and Mrs. Carl 0.
Martin will be honored
at a reception on Sunday. Sept.
in celebration of the a ver wedding anniversa
The event, hos d by
their children, wil be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
home of _ their_ Wilydaughter, Mrs. David
Patty
Tipton of
Murray.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
were married Sept. 24,
1960, 1Covington. Their
witnes es were John
Willin and Elenor
Whaley.
TheN' shave one
daughter. Mrs. Tipton,
and five sons — Charles
E. Martin of Anchorage,
Alaska. Daniel J. Martin. Carl M. Martin and
Kelly S. Martin, all of
Mayfield, and David B.
Martin of Sedalia, Mo.

Tuesday,Sept. 24
Tuesday.Sept.21
Murray Lions Club Center.
will have its ladies night
————
with Lions District
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Governor Jim Miller as at American Legion
speaker at 6:30 p.m. at Building, South Sixth
Good Shepherd United and Maple Streets.
Methodist Church,
————
Highway 121 South at
Founder's Day will be
Cherry Corner.
observed at 7:30 p.m. in
————
auditorium of Wrather
Murray TOPS (take West Kentucky
off pounds sensibly I Museum, Murray. State
Club will meet at 7 p.m. University. An open
at Health Center.
house will follow in the
————
museum galleries. '
Murray Elementary
————
School PTO will meet at
Andy Gurley,
7 p m at Robertson classical guitaris
t, and
Faculty - Brass Quintet
will be featured in
raculty Showcase
Recital at 8 p.m. in
Recital Hall Annex,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Admission is $3.
————
Humane Society of
Calloway County will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at The
LETS GET SLIMED
Feedba
g at Hazel.
ONE MORE TIME.
THEY RE BACK, 1, 1
central cantor 753-3314

CHERI 3
Based on a true story.

THE EMERALD
FOREST
Derek Lynn Stalls
2 year old son of
Randy & Tracy Stalls

Tito num.
Nothing
can stop it

--Ft

Awn.7; Go
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VCR RENTALS
‘Ion.-Sat. li am-10 pm
I prn-19 pm

Mr. and Mrs. L.E.
Outland of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Marion, to Barry Joe
Hale, ion of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Hale otf
Almo.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the
late Rev. and Mrs. Edd
Outland and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Barrow.
Miss Outland is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
attended Murray State
University. She presently is employed at
Fisher-Price.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of 011ie Hale
and the late Mrs. Willie
B. Hale and of Mrs.
Marie Moody and the
late Carl Moody.
Mr. Hale is a graduate
of Calloway County
High School and
presently is employed
by Taylor Bus Sales.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Oct. 12, at 6 p.m. at
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Mr. and Airs. Carl()
are innouncccl

(20111ing 0)1111111.111itl-

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
Atednesder
Tut s 0,tv
Specoal PdCMce
Spedl Pr

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Tuesday.Sept.24
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Men and
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church
parsonage.
————
Eight-week course,
"Accounting for NonAccountants," will start
at 6 p.m. in Room 307
North, Business
Building, Murray State
University. For information call 762-2716.
————
Wednesday,Sept.25
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Road
Department.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities of senior
citizens.
————
Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
be golf and bridge at
9:30 a.m. and potluck
luncheon at noon.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will be golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at noon.

Wednesday.Sept.25
Library on MSU
campus.
MSU Ch- ess Club will
from 6 to 11 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, third
floor, Curris Center
Murray State
University.
————
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium.
————
An exhibit of bronze
sculpture and works in
other media by Clay
Furches will be on upper level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on
court square in Murray
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
1 to 3 p.m.
•
————
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes at 2 p.m. in
third- floor classroom,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
— ——
Poet Richard Speakes
will read from his work
at 7:30 p.m. in Barkley
Room, Curris Center.
Murray State University. There is no
admission.

Auditions for
"Grease" to be
presented by Murray
State University
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium,
MSU.
————
Ladies Bible Class of
University Church of
Christ will meet at 10
a.m. with a potluck luncheon to follow.
————
Thursd- ay,Sept. 26
Sale of about 2,400
Magazine Club will
books by Associates of
Murray State Universi- meet at 2 p.m. at home
ty Libraries (AMSUL) of Mrs. Timothy
will be from 9 a.m. to Graves.
(Cont'd on page 16)
3:30 p.m. in front of
Harry Lee Waterfield

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
TO
GREG

REVIVAL
First Baptist
Church

LOVE,
PAM

203 S. 4th St.

DATEBOOK

Shriners-plap meetings

Murray Shrine Club will meet Thursday. Sept.
26, at, 7 p.m. at Western Sizzler..Rizpah Clowns
will meet at 8 p.m. at same place. Dinner for
both groups will be at.6 p.m. This will be a very
important business meeting and all members
are urged. to attend, according dro _ Paul W.
Claypool. a group spokesman.

Parents group will meet
Compassionate Parent Support Group will
meet Thursday. Sept. 26. at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health Department. North
Seventh and Olive Streets. This is open to any
parent who has lost a baby, child or young adult
through sudden death of any way, according to
Lillian Robertson, GLPN, coordinator for the
group. For information call the health center.
753-3381.

Zeus plan salad supper
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will open the new club year with a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 26. at the
club house. "Potpourri For You and Me" will be
the theme of the year's programs. "Musical
Favorites" will be presented Thursday by Eddie
Mae Outland, violinist, and Oneida White.
pianist and soloist. Hostesses will be Charlotte
Barker, chairman, Neva Grey Allbritten and
Marilyn Forrest. co-vice chairmen, Marjorie
Dunn. secretary, Cathryn Garrott. secretary,
and Mug Rigsby.

Gavle (,ombs promoted
Gayle L. Combs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick DeGrand of 957 Manor Place, Green
Bay. Wis., has been promoted the rank of senior
airman in the United States Air Force. Combs
is
an administration specialist with the 6931st
Electronic Security Squardron in Greece. The
airman is'a 1980 graduate of Ashwaubenon
High
School, Green Bay. Her husband, Harold, is
the
son of Harold K. Combs Sr.. of Berea and
Mrs.
Joyce Nelson of Murray.

Recital planne4I tonight
A Faculty Chamber Music Recital will be
presented tonight tTuesdyl at 8 p.m. in Annex
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Featured will be the MSU Brass
Quintet composed of John Schlabach and Lyle
Manwaring. trumpets, Charles Snead. horn.
Kevin Holmes trombone. and Raymond Conklin.
bass trombone. Also featured will be Scott
Erickson. bassoon. Marie Taylor. harpsichord
and piano. Richard Scott, piano. Kay Gal-finer
Bates. mezzo-soprano, Donald Story. clarinet,
Andy Gurley. guitar. Henry Bannon. tenor,
Stephen Brown, piano, and Tom Vanarsdel.
marimba. Admission will be $3 with funds used
for scholarships. A reception will follow the
recital

Sept. 22
Sept. 27
a

Pastor of First Baptist, Paducah

LIC

Magazine Cluh will meet .
The Murray Magazine Club will meet
Thursday. Sept. 26; at 2 p.m. In the heme
Of Mrs.•
Timothy Graves at New Concord. Mrs.
Harry
Whayne will present the program. "Fall
Roundup." The devotion will be given by,Mrs.
Ewen
Allbritten. Club offieers are Mrs. George Hart-,
president. Miss Hazel Tarry, vice presiden
t.
Mrs_ John C. Winter, secretary, and
Miss
Frances Brown. treasurer.

Show and Sale planned
The 26th semi-annual Antique Show and Sale
will be held at Paducah Jaycee Civic Center. 2701
Park Ave., Paducah, on Friday. Sept. 27. from 5
to 9 p.m., on Saturday. Sept. 28. from noon to 9
p.m. and on Sunday. Sept. 29, from noon to 5 p.m.

Square dance Frick!

V.
A square dance in conjunction with 2-3rd Annual Banana Festival in Fulton and South Fulton
will be Friday. Sept. 27, from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the bandstand. Music will be by The Country
Beat band from Lynnville. A special performance at 8 p.m. will be by The Lexington Clogging Company. This group also will present a clogging exhibition at Fulton City Park on Saturday.
Sept. 28. at 1 p.m.

BoDk -saie AV'echiescial'-

-Associates of Murray State University
Libraries AMSUL will have a sale of about
2,400 books on Wednesday, Sept. 25, from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. in front of Harry Lee Waterfield
Library on MSU campus. These books to be sold
were donted by various individuals for the fundraising project of AMSUL.

Singles plan supper
The Murray Single Connection will meet
Thursday, Sept. 26.., at 6 p.m. in back room: of
Golden Corral for supper. Following the meal the
group will then go to see a movie.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently -dismissed from
Paducah hospitals were Faye Etheridge. Murray. Ova Lee: Dexter, and Elizabeth Seay.
Hardin. Western Baptist; Joan Eldridge.
Murray,
Lourdes.

Pledges are listed
Sindin Andrew Jobs, Joseph Edward Rogers
and Thomas Kerr Schwettman, all of Murray.
are among the pledges of Epsilon Tau Chapter:
of
Sigma Chi Fraternity at Murray State
University.

Tennis pkis. Thursday
The Thursday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Thursday. Sept. 26. at
9:30 a.m. at club courts. Substitutes will be
Georgianna Moffitt. Gail Childress and Gayle
Foster. Pairings are as follows: Court One —
Joni Billington, Nancy W'hitmer. Andrea Hogancamp ond Sharron Brown: Court Two — Rainey
Apperson. Sheila Farmer, Sharon Wells and Em 'my Edwards.

The Best Photo
Buy In Murray!

11•

Second

PRINTS

Sunday Morning 70:45 a.m.
Nightly 7 p.m.
Dr. Greg Earwood, Pastor
Wayne Halley, Music Director
Nursery Available'
Transportation Provided
Call 753-1854

Marion Outland and
Barry foe flalc 1‘ ill marrv

ONE FOR MOM!

Dr. Robert White,
Evangelist

Mray Ledger & Times
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Outland-Hale wedding on Oct. 12

Sunday
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Jj Burkecn

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY $ "
With Garlic

Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only
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Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
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Wedding planned at local church
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Shawn Marie
Jones to Charles Lee
Herrington, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Herrington, Rt. 1, Calvert City, has been announced
by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Delmer Jones, Rt.
3, Murray.
Miss Jones is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Jones
of Murray and of Mrs
Vernie Brown and the
late Robert Brown of
Paducah. She is the
great-granddaughter of
Mrs. Mancy Salentine
and the late Rev. Felix
Salentine of Murray.
The bride-elect attended Calloway County
High School.
Mr. Herrington is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Leonard
and of the late Charlie
Herrington, and of Mr.
and Mrs. James E.
Parkhill and the late
Mrs. Frances Parkhill,
all of Paducah.
The groom-elect attended Marshall County
High School and is
employed at IGERT
Towing Co., Paducah.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday. Oct. 26, at 1
p.m. at the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal
Church of Murray.
A reception will follow
the ceremony at the
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

By R A ATI' PPERON

Sha

Bobbie Ann Mason, former
Mayfield resident, has written a
new novel, In Country. Bobbie
Ann grew up in Mayfield and
was our school girl reporter
when she was a senior at
Mayfield High School.
She is a writer whose reputation has grown by leaps and
bounds during the past few
years, through short stories
published in The New Yorker
and The Atlantic, and more
recently through an award winning collection, Shiloh and Other
Stories."
In Country is being published
by Harper & Row and it is about
Vietnam's domestic domino
effect.
For each death and injury
over there a good many lives
were flattened here at home.
Her story centers on a sassy,
thoughtful 17-year-old named
Sam Hughes (Sam being short
for Samantha), whose father
was killed in Vietnam before she
was born. Her mother, Irene,
has, after nearly two decades of
drifting along, remarried and
moved to Lexington, Ky., with
her boring but well-off husband.
At 37, she has a new child. Sam
has chosen to stay behind in the
small western Kentucky town of
Hopewell, where'she lives with
her uncle, Emmett, in the house
where she grew up.
Emmett also went to Vietnam,
went to get revenge for the death
of Sam's father, and returned
home without the will to do
much else but hang out with
other vets at breakfast at
McDonald's, watch M#A#S#H on
television and prepare such

11 :11311C1017C,ti

Charles I. Harrington
%yin marry - on Oct. 26

,cisters
have babies
on same dalMONTGOMERY,
Ala.(AP) — Two sisters
who gave birth within
an hour of each other
have taken a lot of ribbing about "getting it all
over with" on the same
day, their mother said.
"We teased them a
lot," said Eugenia Bass,
who became the grandmother Sept. 17 of a
10-pound boy and a girl
weighing in at 6 pounds,
14 ounces.
Mrs. Bass and her
daughters, LaDonna
Payton and Susan Summerlin, were surprised
by the close timing of
the deliveries.
"I just went down to
the hospital to wait on
her, never dreaming it
would be the same
day," Mrs. Payton, 31,
of Wetumpka said Monday. She was in labor
when her sister gave
birth to Stephanie Marie
Summerlin in Jackson
Hospital.
Fifty-one minutes
later, with the same
doctor attending, Mrs.
Payton's son, Jason
Neil, was born. Both
mothers took their
children home Friday.

Spending
poll taken
CLEVELAND (AP)
— Almost one out of two
Americans polled said
they planned to increase
personal spending in the
second half of 1985, according to a survey by
Sales Consultants
International.
The recruiting firm
says 47.5 percent of the
respondents said they
planned to increase
spending, while 37.1 percent said their spending
would remain about tii-4
same as in the first half
of the year. Only 11.5
percent planned to cut
spending, while 3.9 percent had no opinion.
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Bobbie Ann Mason,author
delicacies as muffelatas. He has perience,
know what they know.
terrible pimples on his face that see
what they have seen. This
are probably a result of Agent
almost perfect sympathy
Orange exposure.
reaches a climax when Sam
In Country takes place during
reads her father's diary, a docuthe summer of 1984, a summer
ment no one else in the family
when Sam finally begins to
has apparently had the heart to
wonder about her father, and read.
In it are horrors even Sam
about the, for her, distant war doesn't
want to face.
that has had such a profound efMason's well-received 1982
fect on her life. Until now, what book,
Shiloh and Other Stories
she knows about war comes was
no preparation for the depth
from the episodes of MisASS#H
and power of In Country.
she has grown up watching:
Bobbie. Ann. 45, now lives in
"Years ago, when Colonel
Emmaus. Pa., with her husBlake was killed, Sam was so
band, but her parents still live in
shocked she went around stunned for days. She was oply a child Mayfield, so she was home
recently for a visit, and also to
then, and his death cal.the progive People magazine, a chance
gram was more real to her than
to see her in her "growing upthe death of her own father.
town.
Even on the repeats, it was
Bobbie Ann graduated from
unsettling. Each time she saw
Mayfield High School and the
that episode, it grew clearer that
University of Kentucky where
her father had been killed in a
she majored in .English. She
war. She had always taken his
later worked for a year in New
death for granted, but the realiYork, but pursued post-graduate
ty of it took hold gradually."
studies in New York state and
Now she gets to know EmConnecticut, where she received
mett's vet friends, reads what
her doctorate.
she can about the war, talks to
She taught journalism partthe people who knew her father,
time at a small college in Pennreads his letters home to her
sylvania, until the publication of
mother. As her sympathy for the
Shiloh and Other Stories.
men who went to Vietnam
Her In Country will be Harper
deepens, she begins to wish she
and Row's main offering this
could duplicate their exfall.

Judy Hughes elected
new president-elect
PHOENIX, Ariz.
(AP) — Denver resident
Judy Hughes is the new
president-elect of the
-National Federation of
Republican Women,and
a Kentucky woman has
been chosen to succeed
her in the organization's
No. 2 post.
Mrs. Hughes, who will
succeed Betty Rendel,

of Peru, Ind., was
among seven candidates nominated by a
committee and elected
on a voice vote without
opposition during the
federation's convention
here.
Huda Jones, of Beattyville, Ky., was chosen
to succeed Mrs. Hughes
as first vice president.

With Holland Bulbs. Our spring-flowering
bulbs are a blooming miracle Ana there are
so many to choose from you may even want
two handfuls

Hoffman's
N.rserv & ufeennuuses
Murra
:
9 Eicaesnitucky
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UPWARD BOUND EVENT — Members of the Murray State University
Upward Bound Program are pictured with officials of Lutheran Family Services at a special event this summer. Pictured, from left, front row. Dasha
Reid, group home child care worker, middle row. Cynthia Lanier, t'13 support counselor, Trilby Evans, associate director of group home. Barbara
Keel, director of Upward Bound, Kelley Solmon, FIEI director assistant,
Robert Hatcher, CB resident advisor, back row. Wade Pritchard. group
home child care worker.

Upvx -ard Bolin(' host for pr,roup

The Murray State
Urfirersity Upward
Bound Program was
host this summer to a
group from LutheranFamily Services in
Shelby, N.C.
As guests of the Upward Bound director,
Barbara Keel, the group
stayed at Jonathan
Creek. The group consisted of four boys and
their three sponsors,
Trilby Evans, assistant
director, Dasha Reid
and Wade Prichard,
child care workers.
The Lutheran Family
Services program provides housing for a maximum of five
adolescents who have
had or may be having
emotional problems and

who are not functioning
in the home environment. The program is
designed to help these
youth deal with their
problems by making
them accountable and
responsible for their actions. The five boys and
a child care worker live
together in a group
home.
During the Upward
Bound Summer
Residency Program,
the students and staff
were divided into family
groups with a mother.
father and children.
These families
operated as a real family unit during the summer by entertaining the
Lutheran Family Services group with a

Cypress Springs Restaurant

variety of family
oriented activities.
The Lutheran Family
Services group thanked
the Upward Bound
families by hosting a
cookout with recreational activities at
Jonathan Creek during
their stay there.
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44e* GRAND OPENING
Perm
Special
Open
Thurs.,
Fri.,
Sat.

'22"
Reg $28
Patty Knott & Janice
Hays - Owners & Operators

P.J.'s Beauty
Salon
5 miles off 94 W. on to 783
Call 492-8467 or 435-4495
for appointment.

can De
e a••••••
'Recording Star":

4(

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Open Everyday Except Monday
This Week's Special
21 poi Shrimp Dinner or Fried Oysters

Join the many people
who have already made
a recording in our
private sound proof
booth. You provide the
voice...we'll provide the
music. For the serious
minded or just for fun!
Makes Great Gifts

New Color and Style
From an Old Friend.
Ashley. the name that means qualitv
now has a fireplace insert in a beautiful
charcoal color.complete with stas-clean glass
doors. For a dressier look. an optional brass
package is as
lhe new two-speed •
blower is offered as standard equipment.
and the /
1
4"plate steel ionstruL lion retains
heat longer, and adds strength and durabilits
Features:
• 24"firebos
• Air-wash system for cleaner glass
•Optional brass plated doors
•/
1
4"plate steel firebox for durability •Secondars alter-burner baffle system for
increased clik lent v
• Standard two-speed .11itonlatk blower
• Gasketed cast-iron doors for airtight
operation
• Brass accessory package enhances
attractiveness
• • ul
.
r limited warrants.
•
listed

• I Lit LISTED

CULE174511
D

RENTAVSALES

Your Choice $3.99
(Reg. $5.25 & $5.95)
Offer Good Sept. 24-Sept. 29
Off Hwy 121 South

Owners: Louie and Sue Williams
Located Approximately
15 miles South of Murray

436-5496

* We're Growing
To Get
Your Business

CENTER

PURDOMS INC.
202 S. )th

753-1A72

753-8201
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Searchers find no survivors in Virginia plane that crashed Monday
,

WEYERS CAVE, Va.
1AP I — Rescuers fought
their way through dense
brush today to reach the
wreckage of a corn -

said.
The crash Monday
came during commereial aviation's worst
year ever for safety.

muter plane that crashed into a cloud-shrouded
mountain, apparently
killing all 14 people
aboard, authorities
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Nothing like it on earth.'"

The first rescuers, two
doctors lowered from a
Marine Corps
helicopter, said they
saw no survivors.
The Henson Airlines
Beech 99 disappeared
from radar screens early Monday and crashed,
said Mike Chumbley,
Henson's administrator
at the Shenandoah
Valley Airport.
The plane, carrying 12
passengers and two
crew members, crashed
Into a steep, cloudcovered ridge on
3,200-foot Trayfoot
Mountain. about five
miles east of Shenandoah Valley. It had
taken off from
Baltimore and was
reported missing after
10:20 a.m.
The wreckage is more
than a mile from the
nearest road in dense
growth, said state police
Lt. G.M. Morris.
Ground crews reached the plane shortly
before 2 a.m., said a
state police dispatcher
at Appomattox, reading
from a statement. She

said no other information was available.
Henscin vice president
John Presburg said the
crash was the airline's
first involving injury or
loss of life since it began
operating in 1931.
He said the plane was
making an instrument
approach to the airport.
Col. David Carter. a
spokesman for the Civil
Air Patrol in northern
Virginia, said one of the
pilot's radio messages
to the Washington Air
Route Traffic Control
Center in Leesburg, Va.,
was that the plane had
experienced an electronic failure with a
navigational device
called a localizer.
"It was in his last
transmission," Carter
said.
However, he added
that a malfunction in the
localizer, which tells a
pilot where he is in relation to a runway, should
not have a serious effect
on an experienced
pilot's ability to
navigate.
Dick Stafford, a

For all your T•ovel ReservotionS Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

51 :McKee! Equipment Co.
[

representing
American and International Ira veltime

MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

gitze

Your local Independently owned True Value'
Hardware Store has national chain-buying power

HARDWARE STORES

rd Norelco"

49.95
Brush Vac Hand-Held Vacuum has a powerful motor-Or:.er
brush and handy attachments Ideal
for stairs, upholstery .etc

46.88

12.88

1500W Fan-Forced Quartz Ultra-Light Steam & Dry Iron
Heater
50 and 1500W features a handy button groove
settings. With aulumatic thermostat, 3b-vent soleplate stay-cool han
safety tip-ovor
dle and a fabric guide
r

1

Airlines
The plane, with a
seating capacity of 15,
was the same type that
crashed near Auburn,
Maine, on Aug. 25, killing eight people.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Tales of Tragedy Confirm That
Hitchhiking Is Risky Business
DEAR ABBY: "Tacoma Reader"
asked,"What measures can a driver
take to reduce the risk if he picks up
a hitchhiker?"
You replied,"For 100 percent protection, pick up nobody."
Your answer was 100 percent correct. In essence, the hitchhiker is
saying with his thumb:"You pay for
the car, the gas, the upkeep and
maintenance, the insurance; drive
me where I want to go as far as you
can, but if you have an accident. I
may sue you!" ,
That's exactly what happened to
one of my clients who picked up a
hitchhiker. _ He swerved to avoid
being hit by another car, overcompensated and hit a guardrail. The
hitchhiker has just filed a $250,000
lawsuit against him, even though
we are paying the present medical
bills and loss of any income as a
result of the accident.
I received many rides as a young
man,and I would like to repay those
who were kind to me by doing the
same for others. However, times
have changed, and unfortunately,
so have the attitudes and motivations of many people in our society.
What a shame that in order to
protect ourselves, we cannot be as
generous and kind as we would like
to be.
C.R.T., ALBANY, N.Y.
*

Fall shopper Bargains\
Tucel/afice

Federal Aviation Ad- Presburg said. The FAA
ministration spokesman requires them only for
in Washington, D.C., aircraft that seat 30 or
said the visibility was more.
two miles in fog.
Henson is a whollyThere .was no flight owned subsidiary of
data or cockpit recorder Winston-Salem,
aboard the plane, N.C.-based Piedmont

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, my
son, who was 21 at the time, had just
re-enlisted for his second term with
the U.S. Navy. He wanted to make it
his career. He picked up a hitchhiker,
a decent-looking young man about
his age who said he was going home
to visit his mother.
Less than 48 hours later, my son
was lying in a hospital fighting for
his life. The hitchhiker had brutally
attacked him, beat him about the
head, stolen his car and belongings,
and left him on the roadside.
Thanks to the grace of God and a
skilled surgeon, my son lived. He
suffered the loss of the use of his
right hand, and slightly impaired
speech. This, of course, ended all
hopes of a career in the Navy. He
considers himself lucky to be alive.
I want to add my unconditional
support of your advice: Never pick
up a hitchhiker. Whenever I see a
person with his thumb out, I see my

son lying in the hospital, fighting
for his life.
You may use my name.
MRS. PAT DOUGLAS,
PITTSBURGH
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I was happy to read
your advice: "Never pick up a hitchhiker!" N'ou should have stressed
more emphatically that the person
who is "hitching" a free ride also
puts him, herself at risk.
Four years ago I was a 20-year-old
college student who hitched a ride
with a respectable-looking man
driving a new, expensive car. He
drove off the highway into a wooded
area, and at gunpoint, he raped me,
drugged me and left me for dead.
Fortunately, I was found by some
campers before dark. Later I identified the man from mug shots. The
car he was driving had been stolen,
and he had a long record of rape and
robberies.
I am happy to say he is still
serving time for his crime against
me.
TRUE STORY FROM 11.1.1N01
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DEAR ABBY: I think it was lousy
of you to advise people to never pick
up a hitchhiker. I've hitched rides
all over the United States and Canada, met some wonderful people and
seen a lot of territory I never would
have seen had I not been picked up.
Sure, there will always be a few
bad apples in the barrel, but there
are mostly good ones. I think you
did a terrible disservice to a lot of
good people. I'll bet not one in 10,000
hitchhikers turns out to be a bad
apple.
Thanks for nothing.
MAI)IN MINNESOTA
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DEAR MAD: Sorry. For the
one who happens to pick up the
bad apple, the percentage is too
high.
* * *

(Problems? Write to Abby. For a personal, unpublished reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby,
P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. All correspondence is confidential.)
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4.99
Ebonware Bake & Roast
Pan has an easy-clean nonstick
coating inside and out Measures
y 1 1. in
a big

Kelvinator

Taylor

be

Sensible
Dependable
Affordable

,J a
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HIGH-HIDING

Flat Latex
Wall Paint

ismonsiowoweisswoosill.111111..1

4.99

Galion
Flat Latex Wall Paint provides
finish on d I I interior
•walland ceiling surfaces 7 deco•ator colors and white

2.00

1RAYOVAC I

Your choice
Heavy-Duty Batteries for A
Val" it.t'y of needs Choose 8 ok of
AA size, or b-pk of C or 0 sizes
and stock up,

5e-rVng

1.99

Your chow.
Clear or White Silicone Seal
for lung -lasting home repairs
Choose household glue or bathroom caulk 2 pk 2 8 oz
Value linyhi

(FLOYOWC •

3.99

1.88

13-Gal.Tall Kitchen Garbage
Bags are made of tough 2-ply plastic to help keep garbage in its place
.e.79
40-ok With ties

99'

Workhorse" Flashlight with 3-Way Light Bulbs give you 50.
two P heavy-duty batteries is built 100 and 150 watts as you need
to last krypton bulb and advanced them Made for longer life than conlens for maximum light
,w2s ventional bulbs

1.99
Handy-Temp Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer alldiuminum so it won I rust V% to F
and C scales Eas to .r.stdil

Tirck.

77'

1-In. x 60-Yds. Masking Tape
works with all types of paint and
is easy to apply and remove Protects trim windows. etc

Murray Home & Auto
it

Street

7irãZ/a&ePhon

e
753-2571

From time to time, Kelvinator's Regular Ranges require cleaning, but a porcelain interior makes the
job quick and easy. The oven door lifts off, oven
racks can be removed and the baking elements also
lift up.Kelvinator Regular Ranges feature the same
sensible, functional designs as Self-Cleaning and
Continuous-Cleaning Models.-

Steele & Allbritton
209$. 3rd
7534341

•

Your Individual Horoscope Frasces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read thc
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 25, 1985
•
LIBRA
ARIES
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
(Mar.214o Apr. 19)
Pit
You're easily irritated now and
You'll gain more satisfaction from
inclined to magnify a money concern.
the job than social life today. Subtle
At home base you receive a valuable
methods aid you in career advancework inspiration.
'ment now.
SCORPIO
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
_ Partnership _difficulties may put a
You're taking yourself too seriously
damper on career aspirations, but a
and need a pleasure break. Evening
friend extends a kindness to you
can be romantic if you'll relax and
today.
flow with the moment.
GEMINI
SAGMARRIS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
Though an immediate task seems
You may feej misunderstood or
difficult, encouragement from a
self-conscious. It's not the best time
higher-up balances things out. Hold
to present your ideas, although home
fast to your ideals.
matters run smoothly.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
(June 21t4).luly 22
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may have a right to feel
Friendship and money don't mix
neglected or unappr.ciated, but a
today. Music does much to take you
partner is there w
out of yourself. A creative mood
to help if only
you will ask.
marks your evening hours.
LEO
\ --AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Family problems are a concern
Higher-ups may be preoccupied
today, hut work is curiously refreshand not inclined to give you much
ing. Evening brings you the relaxation
notice. A low profile is best today. Be
you seek.
sure to keep secrets.
VIRGO
PISCES
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mow
inclined
to worry too much
You're
The day begins on a sluggish note.
today and should take a breather.
Don't give in to unhealthy introspecLove will lift you to new heights. Put
tion. Social prospects are very promaside work concerns.
ising tonight.
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EPA plans suit in emissions controversy
CHARLESTON,
W.Va.(AP) — The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency planned to
file by today's deadline
an appeal of a court
order requiring West
Virginia and six other
states to make substantial cuts in emissions of
sulfur dioxide and other
pollutants, an EPA
spokesman said.
"I don't know when
we will be taking it to
the courthouse," an
EPA spokesman who
asked not to be identified said Monday.
"But it will be a standard appeal. EPA is
releasing a statement
on it (today)."
The ruling, issued by
a federal judge in
Washington, D.C., in July, came in response to a
suit filed by seven northeastern states.
The order gave the

KM( STUMP REMOVAL
con remove stumps up
to 20 below the ground
035 4303 or 035 0319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

We

EPA nine months to re- Clean Air Act to order
quire emission reduc- old power plants to
tions from power plants scrub their emissions in
and other sources of order to reduce the
pollution believed to sulfur.
The suit was filed by
cause acid rain.
The northeastern New York, Maine, Constates contend the EPA necticut, Vermont,
Is required under the Massachusetts, New

Hampshire, and New
Jersey. Named in it as
the likely sources of
acid rain.were West

Virginia, Kentucky, InMatta, Ohio, Illinois,
Michican and
Tennessee

Archaeologists in Egypt have uncovered
fragments ot. six-gallon jars called amphoras
with pop tops that are nearly 2.000 years
ac•
cording to National Geographic World.

0A
302 N. 12th
753-5842

Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners
Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates
We can write up to 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.O. 84 Quote
today.

Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

A.P.R.
Financing
C/K 10/30

(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew Cab)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

Kentuckian indicted
in abduction of two
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — A Louisville
man has been indicted
on two counts of
unlawful imprisonment
in connection with the
abduction of two people
who were later released
unharmed in
Indianapolis.
Thomas P. Whited,23,
was indicted Monday by
a Jefferson County
grand jury. He is being
held in Indianapolis and
is expected to. be
transferred to
Louisville, where he
also faces a federal
charge of kidnapping.
He is also accused of
illegal firearms posses-

sion, confinement and
vehicle theft.
Whited allegedly abducted Leonard Lyles
Jr., 26, and Stacey Ford,
22, both of Louisville,
outside a nightclub last
Thursday. Police say he
forced the two to drive
to Indianapolis, where
they were able to get
free and call
authorities. Whited was
arrested shortly
afterward.
Lyles, a drummer
who is the son of former
professional football
player Leonard Lyles,
and Ms. Ford, an actress, were not injured.

DUNN FURNITURE

Starting Our 2nd Big Week

McCormick named
to Baton Rouge post
BATON ROUGE, La.
(AP) — David C. McCormick Jr.. Associated
Press correspondent at
Evansville, Ind., has
been appointed correspondent in charge of
the AP's Baton Rouge
bureau.
The announcement
was made Monday by
New Orleans Chief of
Bureau Henry
Ackerman.
McCormick. 28, has
been correspondent at
Evansville since
January 1984. He joined
the AP at New Orleans

in 1981 and helped cover
two sessions of the Louisiana Legislature before
transferring to Indiana.
McCormick is a
native of Fort Myers,
Fla., and a graduate of
the University of
Florida. He worked five
years on the Gainesville
Sun before joining the
AP.
As Evansville correspondent. McCormick's coverage responsibilities have included
southern lindiana and
western Kentucky.

Chainsaw
ICheckup

Due to some upcoming changes in our business,
we have found it necessary to sell out our complete inventory in our Murray store only.

$350,000
Worth of Inventory Must Be SOLD! Everything
Must Go, Nothing Will Be Held Back

For All Brands

SAVE 20-50%
1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect oiler
7. Clean & inspect the bar
All For Only

On Famous tifitme Brands Like:
•Bassett •Berkline •Stratford •Lane
*Sealy .And Many Others
Save On:
•Water Beds .Living Rooms •Bedrooms
*Dining Rooms .Lamps *Tables
•Mattress Sets .And More!

$995
Through Sept 30

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110

DUNN FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North

Murray

753-3037
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Hubbard's Big Rivers audit finds no irregularities
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million was for legal fees, the
letter said.
"Our review found that these
expenses were generally
reasonable and customary for
an electric utility of theysize and
scope" of Big Rivers, the Sept. 5
letter said. It was addressed to
Harold Hunter, administrator of
the Rural Electrification Administration, an agency of the
USDA.
In the letter, Adkisson said
financial records and other
documents were reviewed,
along with salaries, public relations costs and travel expenses.
"Nothing of significance came
to our attention to cause us to
believe that irregularities existed in any untested areas," the
letter said.
In January, the REA declared
that Big Rivers had defaulted on
nearly $1.1 billion in federal
loans and the Justice Department filed a foreclosure suit,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — A
government audit of Big Rivers
Electric Corp. has found no irregularities in the Hendersonbased utility plagued with financial problems.
The inspector general's office
of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture conducted the audit,
which was requested by U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.
Hubbard. of Mayfield. had raised questions about the co-op's
expenses. especially payments
to an insurance company in
which U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford,
D-Ky., is a partner.
The audit covered the years
1979 through 1984, during which
Big Rivers paid about $35
_million in administrative expenses, according to a *letter
from Donn E. Adkisson, assistant inspector general for audit.
Of that amount, about $23
million went for premiums for
insurance coverage and $3

which is pending!
Adkisson's letter and a
separate report issued last week
by the General Accounting Office "speak for themselves, and
we are pleased," Big Rivers
spokesman Hayden Timmons

said Monday.
The GAO report, also sought
by Hubbard, backed up the
REA's actions.
Hubbard and a spokesman did
not return a reporter's calls on
Monday.

Imestment opportunites object of
t‘t lour-‘set.k introductory courses
4111.

Two four-week introductory
cd(rses it) .aequaint men and
women with investment opportunities will be offered by the
Center for Continuing Education
at Murray State University this
tall."Sec ii hi it'S and Investing:
Part I" will be offered on four
Monday evt•nings. Sept. 304)ct. 2S
and "Securities and Investing:
offered on MonI '(!'t 1
day eeetuo).:s. Nov. 4-25. All
classes a re scheduled from 7 to
I "iill

C1114114

9:15 p.m. in Room 152 South of the
Business Building.
Instructing both courses will be
Betty Boston, a Certified Financial Planner and an account executive with First of Michigan
corporation, a New York Stock
Exchange member firm.
Topics for the first course include investment terminology.
the importance of investing for
the future, pros and cons of basic
investments, and an introduction
to money market funds, mutual
funds, balance sheets, reading
the financial news, and investment planning.
Topics for the second course.
which is for those with a basic
understanding of investment opportunities. include an introduction to stocks, bonds, limited
partnerships, tax-advantaged investments, retirement planning,
annuities. speculative techniques, and understanding financial pages, balance sheets and income statements.
, Anyone interested in registering for either or both of the
courses should mail a registration fee of 316 per course check
payable to Murray State University 1, along with name, address,
telephone number and social
security number to Center for
Continuing Education. Murray
State University, Murray. Ky..
42071. or call (502 762-2716. -
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TRUE HAPPINESS IS
KNOWING JESUS!

• '•

Four seasons
H

i-1

You can know God's love by
asking Jesus to come into
your life. He will make the difference, and you will know
His love and peace. Jesus
will change your life from
sorrow and sadness to joy
and gladness. Ask for prayer
today!
To request prayer for healing check El. To request
prayer and instruction sheet
to receive the Holy Ghost,
check O.
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1 803-785-3888

LLE 1-800-845-3800
PRE
Read the want ads daily

Write your name on the
WE WILL SEND YOU LITERATURE
line below and get your loved ON HOW TO KNOW YOU ARE SAVED.

IN OUR FILES THOUSANDS OF
ones to write their names LETTERS REPORT MIRACLES AND
to accept Christ as Saviour GREAT HEALINGS, AND SWERS
TO PRAYER.
and Lord.
Name

pame

THIS BEAUtIFUL
CROSS WILL BE
GIVEN TO YOU
FREE

Jame
Name
Name
Name

RETURN TO RAINBOW CHURCH,
EVANG. RUTH PtUNKM,P.O. BOX
74425, LOS ANGELES, CA 90004.

Name
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This Money Saving Coupon
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray
Ledger S.: Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.

Cou
Betty Hinton

FRAME1'5 GALLERY
DIXIELAND CENTER
Any Vacuum Mount or Shrink Wrap,

/
1
2 Price
(No limit on number of pieces)
Coupon expires October 1

•

I

.

Maple Street
Tailor Shop

10% OFF
Any Purchase In
Our ItobLiy Shop
With This Coupon

500 Maple
I (Downtown Across from the Methodist Church

205 N 4th Murray, 753-4110
• r

164.75 to 87.50
11444 44144.4.4

11444.4 I 441414-1.

Coupon Good Thru sew. :to

_

Rent 2 Movies,Get 1 FREE

ble Cou

Expires 09-30-85

GZIG

Ace
, Hardware Paint

s.atex

.r ,...-,:-..:. ,...,
EtiTALS
;I-4,4f FILtt
..,

4LL PAIS/

Opti-Ray
Sunglasses

3

25% Off

/
1
2

With coupon

[ilium 801-8:0)
Xlon -

of %toil.. to (+Dow

Mon.-Fri., 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

3 Pair of pants hemmed-Get
the 4th pair hemmed FREE

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

In,
Phone: 7;1-1621

6 Difft•rent st Ie
from.

I

7594113

4•.

i

' I It ( T,Iss Iu-

;Ear Piercing Free

ROY'S

Murray Supply Co.
0
.'
206 E Mein

.

Price

with coupon

Discount Pharmacy
506 N. 12th, 753-2380

7$3-3361
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AROUND THE HOUSE

Miirray Ledger & Times

Old toys from 1950s popular decorative accessories
tistmade toys are now
being shown and sold in
galleries and shops.
Besides being colorful, unusual, and appealing to today's
nostalgia for the past,
old toys and dolls are
fine for, making a personal decorating "statement" at a time when
the personal approach
to home decor is quite
popular, according to interior designer Rebecca
Davidoff, of Stamford.
Conn., a board member
of the American Society
of Interior Designers.
Furthermore, adds

Dana Hawkes, director
of the collectibles
department of the New
York auction house.
Sotheby's, old toys as
collectibles are keeping
pace with inflation.
Mrs. Davidoff recently furnished an oldfashioned armoire with
dolls, thereby creating a
focal point in a sitting
room for a client. The
woman, already a doll
collector, derived
special pleasure from
the display. As for the
decorative value of the
armoire whose interior
was lined with fabric on

which the dolls are place d , "the eyes of
everyone whb enters the
room go immediately to
the piece," she said.
While the toys used as
decorative accessories
are more commonly old,
some are made by contemporary artists. According to Suzanne
Vanderwoude, of
Vanderwoude Tananbaum Gallery in New
York, toys being made
by artists are snapped
up for decorating purposes. One reason is
that while toys are just
as imaginative as other

products of artists imaginations, they are
often less expensive
than more traditional
pieces.
Last year the gallery
hosted its second annual
toy invitational exhibition after a first try in
1983 produced good
sales, publicity and attendance. Prices ranged
from $25 to $2,500, but
most of the objects in
the shows cost between
$300 and $600.
"There is a tradition
of artists making toys
either for their own
children or for fun,"
said Ms. Vanderwoude.
•
Perhaps the best-known
recent artist-made toys
are Alexander Calder's
circus mobiles. But
By ANDY LANG
kitchen in this special homes in New Englan
d numerous tiny gallery personnel found
AP Newsfeatures
room for the Moore gathered the early
bedrooms, each with a that many artists have
colA reply to a reader family."
made toys used primarionists to perform their single window in
the
started it.The answer
That letter started many household
ly for display over the
tasks.
gable
wall.
A
bornin
was: "In Colonial days, some
g
intensive research Here in the 'keeping room
was located on the years.
a keeping room was and
extensive question- room' fireplace of the first
Mrs. Davidoff offers
floor near the kitsimply a kitchen."
ing of architects. Out of John Kimball house
some
advice to inis chen for the care of
No, it wasn't, said it all,
which included embodied the sturdiness newbor
dividua
ls
who want to
n children."
dozens of readers. Yes, ambig
uous references of those primitive
In the same book is an employ toys as
we know, said dozens of and
conflicting informa- days."
enlightening explana- decorative accessories.
others.
tion, came the opinion
The
Kimball house, as tion of how climate and "Keep the backgrounds
The strongest that
Mrs. Stevens was explained on another conditi
ons of living af- simple but create an endisagreement came right in
saying the keep- page, has a central fected archite
vironment in which the
cture:
from Ruby Lee Stevens, ing room
had nothing to chimney and a typical
toys
can be displayed."
"In New England,
the head guide at the do
with the kitchen in salt-box roof sloping low where
Remember you need
mason
ry
conWalnut Grove Planta- the South.
But in many at the rear.
struction was expen- more than one to create
tion in Roebuck, S.C. homes
in Colonial New
During our research, sive, houses were built an effect; one toy should
She wrote:
England, where almost we uncovered many
bits with unpainted _wood play off the others so the
"Walnut Grove Plan- everyt
hing revolved of interesting informa- and featur
collection becomes
ed the ornate
tation has a beautifully around
the fireplac-e. tion. For instance,• in a doorw
ay, tall thin more than the sum of its
appointed, historically usually
located at the book called "American chimneys
parts, she said.
and the
decorated Keeping center
of the house for Shelter," written by classic
Arrange the lighting
al roof cornice.
Room, containing a warmt
h, the keeping Lester Walker and The
to
highlight the toys and
middle colonies
Queen Anne table, a room
definitely was published in 1981 by preferred
employ the same prinstucco over
rare camelback sofa, a associated
ciples as in arranging
with the Overlook Press, there is stone and
brick and
two-part, butterfly wing kitchen.
a description of Cape featured Palladian any decorative objects,
walnut corner cupIn a book called "The Cod houses in detail
ing around the grouping items of
board, an elegant Homes
of America," Massachusetts in the doorwa
y and second - similar size, function,
walnut chest-on-frame written
color or shape. Furby Ernest early 1700s. It includes floor window
, fat tall
and other unique pieces Picker
ing and published this reference to a chimne
niture and other surys,
high
basemade in 18th-century by the
Crowell Co. in special room in those ment
faces
which look great
levels and
Upcountry, South 1951, there
with toys include
is a photo of a houses:
somet
imes
paneled
Carolina. The Charles firepla
ced room in the
"Inside, the rooms shutters. In the South, bookcases, glass Moore family, who built John Kimbal
fronted display cases,
l house, a were cluttered around a red brick
was the
and lived in this manor late 17th
tabletops and armoires.
-century huge chimney that con- primary
building
house, called this room reside
nce in Ipswich, tained as many as four materi
al on houses with You might choose to arthe Keeping Room. Mass.
The caption on it fireplaces, used for hippe
range a group of toys on
d roofs, tall
which is a dialectic term reads:
heating, cooking and chimneys and ornate a mantelpiece, or a soft
for the. living room.
"Before the simple light. The attic level was white
table.
paneled wood
There was ,definitely no fireplaces
of the first partitioned into detailing
What type of toys are
around the
front door. In the Deep the most popular? Alex%-lreAlialeNiffie SHOP US FIRSTm.,
-.4m74 South, Georgian houses ander Acevedo, who has
were made with tinted added a toy annex to his
stucco and featured art gallery in New York,
graceful railings and says transportation toys
remain the most
gates."
Stevens included an popular. They seem to
invitation to stop by and be especially appealing
see the Walnut Grove to men who are not
Plantation. Having been tempted by other types
enchanted by some of of home accessories.
Acevedo, a toy collecthe beautiful and
tor
himself, prefers
500 S. 4th Murray
historic houses in
Store Hours:
Charleston, S.C., years trains, boats, cars and
ago, we may do just planes.
7-5 Man.-Fri.,8 -12 Sat.
753-6450
"A doll just sits there
that.
and whines, but you can
Vi
play with a car or a
boat," he said. Furthermore, toy cars are part
of the American love at-

fair with the
automobile.
You could pay $22,000
for a 19th -century
painted tin boat — as
Acevedo did at a
Sotheby's auction
recently. Or, he said,
you could collect toys
for much, much less.
Among inexensive contemporary collectibles
are small die-cast cars
and batteryoperateci
items from the 1950s,

EVERYTHING
IN ONE
CARTON

n

UL Listed triple-wall,
air
insulated
chimney for maximum
safety.
Stainless steel liner.
No cutting of pipe
required. Carry-out
complete kits for the
do-it-yourselfer. 25
year guarantee.

l

SIMPIWN
DURANENT

5 Gal.

tot
0
in

$675

Family Gard

Smoke
Detector
$999
F677D

Scotty
Inside

Weiser 300AN3

Door Units
(Stock Sizes)
$3
350

CASH & CARRY

Bedroom
Lock
$795
SALE ENDS 9-30-85

SHOP US FIRST 03050
•
•

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — My house has an
asphalt-shingled roof
which is showing signs
of wear and will need to
be replaced soon. The
house is about 16 years
old and has the original
I roof. I've talked with
roofers and
homeowners who
believe the entire roof
should be replaced and
with others who say that
putting on a second
ayer of shingles (legal
a in this area) is all that is
needed. How do I go
bout making this
ecision?
A. — This is a question
that keeps popping up
t 11 the time. As has been
explained before, the
ecision can only be
VI made by a roofer who
has gone up on the roof
Vand examined
everything carefully.
C he question is always
Vi the same — is the
framework sufficiently
strong to support a se70
.ond layer? Since your
house has the original
layer of shingles on it,
the chances are it can
handle a second layer.
But you still need an opinion from somebody
who has inspected the
roof and bases his option on what he sees, not
rom somebody who
ives you an off-the-cuff
ecision.

1)

$1 1495
Driveway
Sealer

Roofer gets
the last word
On shingles

a'

BIG

KeroHeat

2\0,000 B.T.U.
-1.99.9% Fuel
Efficient
Auto ignition, safety
shutoff & more.

i
'
t1-1io--'99.95
Large Selection
of Triple Wall
Chimneys,
,Regular Stove
Pipe & Fittings
For all your
cold weather
items go to
Murray Supply

Hall Mark
HTR-95
9800 B.T.U.
Removable
Fuel Tank

We stock wicks for
all
brands
of
kerosene heaters.
5 Gal Kerosene
Fuel Cans

2-Speed
Power Blower
For Kerosene
Heaters

'7.99
0.410

'39.95

SIOCONIZED

E.

Rickman
NorswoCO
rtMP
hyANY:)1A

INC
11 .

terest in toys among
adults has never been
higher.
Fifteen years ago
when he started the
magazine, there were
only a few auctions and
sales, and toy collectors
had no way of getting
together. No‘A•adays,
each month's issue of
the magazine has pages
of listings for sales held
in virtually every part
of the country.

Lay-A-Way Sale
Get Read for Cool Weather

Colonial room raises questions

LUMBER

1960s and 1970s.
Toy "royalty," which
lnaturally commands
higher prices, are items
made before World War
1. Dale Kelley, of
Chicago, founder and
editor of Antique Toy
World Magazine, says
there's almost nothing
not being collected today. Kelley, who has
been collecting toys
ever since he can
remember, finds that in-

ACRYLIC
LATEX
tirt, CAULK

ik
.r

km. •am

m•cr
10.1
,

.94c

IMMO / •

-.75c

Heat Tapes

1.1
!kW.,

:011!“.10t,
Co.'. k..:,
OF91:1

6-40 ft. length
All in stock

/CM

1 Murray Supply Compan

y

208 E. Main

753-3361

CALL TOLL FREE 759.4026 — CHECK OUR
PRICES
Wood French

Door
6 Ft. Wide

38995

T
R
E
A
S
BUILDING CENTERS

Insulated Glass

Year End
Close-Out On All

Air Conditioners

759-4026

Extra Discounts

Merri at

Kitchen
Cabinets

50%

30 Gallon Electric

Water
Heater

Off

List Price
Driveway

Woodburning
Stove

Sealer
$688

By Hutch, 18'
Deep w /glass door

$38619

5 Gal. Bucket
Filler Sealer '8.88

Fireplace
Insert

Heats 1500 Sq. Ft.
Vinyl

Vanity

Siding

With
Marble Top

By Hutch
w /glass door
$59995
'mats 2000 Sq. Ft.

'44999
Heats 2000 Sq. Ft.

Store t•fours:
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

Prices Good thru 9-30-85

7594026

Great Buy!
403636

-4%TREAS
One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR
PRICES

11A

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Are there toys in your
attic? Before you bundle
them up for the next
charity rummage sale,
examine them more
closely.
Toys such as dolls,
trains, cars and boats
and even old games and
plastic figures from the
1950s are finding their
way into the living room
as decorative accessories. Not only are
toys that were made
originally for children
being used, but, in addition, contemporary ar-

4.4.11.•••••1••••
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Murray Independent School Districts
Annual Performance Report

•

TABLE 1 - Percent of Students Mastering Essential Skills

SCHOOL

No. & r OF ENROLLMENT
TAKING TESTS
c;

MATH
GRADE_
1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

K

'District Total
Numbering requiring
remediation

TABLE 5 - DROPOUT RATE - Students Quitting School as a Percent of Enrollment
by Grades

See attachment I
4 2

TABLE la - Percent of Students Mastering Essential Skills
READING
GRADE
I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

SCHOOLS

K

District Total
Numbering requiring
re mediation

See attachment I

NO. &

OF ENROLLMENT
TAKING TESTS

12

1983

1984

GRADE

N
0
1
2
2
4
2
11
14.224

eft

0
00
.00
8
2
1.80
.90
9
0
.00
1.81
10
3
4.00
1.92
11
3
2.59
4.34
12
0
.00
1.85
District
8
1.37
1.74
A
State
13 51 42'
454
4.75
*State hae not computed figures for 1985, they indicated that we

1985
N
1
.081
o
.00
0
.00
.00
0
5
4.81
4
4.21
10
1.56
14.224*
4.75*
use last year's figures.

"The students did not meet the requiremerits for promotion and would have been retained
has they
stayed in school.

Vi

ct

R,
of

33

TABLE 6 - Percent Attendance - Students
D

T ABLE 2 - Grade 3. Mean NCE Scores on Basic Skills - CTBS/U and KEST

READ
SPELL- LANG- REFERSCHOOL ING MATH
ING
UAGE
ENCE
Murray
56.4
62.1
65.8
68.0
65.3
Elementary
Ilistrict Murray Independent

ANT-TOT
BATTERY*
58.0

OBT-TOT
BATTERY
65.3

NO. &
TAKING
TESTS
No. rje
67 82.7

*Report for district only

SCHOOL
Murray Elementary
Murray Middle
Murray High
District
State

19131._
95.33
95.83
95.94
95.72
94.20

Grade

Number and percent of enrollment taking test
No.
79
97.5
101
85.5
86
89.5
67
82.7
95
95.0
70
84.3
93
88.5
112
91.8
85.0
86
90.0
108
95
95.9
91
91.9
83
91.2

94.9
97.0
89.5
97.0
100.0
94.3
96.8
98.2
96.5
94.4
100.0
98.9
97.6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11
12

TABLE la - READING
Grade

Number and percent of enrollment taking test
No.
79
97.5
101
85.5
86
89.5
67
82.7
95
95.0
70
84.3
93
88.5
112
91.8
85
85.0
108
90.0
95
95.9
91
91.9
83
91.2

98.7
97.0
93.0
88.1
98.9
81.4
95 7
95 5
92.9
963
98.9
97.8
96.4

8
9
10
11
12

79.41
42.3

1982
NO.
5 '
3.795

District
State

Ji

Gi

RI
d
C
1-1(

COLLEGE
1983
_ NO.
rk
79
76.69
17.053
41.8

1984
NO.
66
17.351

78.5
43.8

OTHER POSTSECONDARY TRAINING
.
- - - 1983
No.._ 1984
(4
NO. _
_Li_ _
q
4.9
3
2.91
2
2
8.9
3.522
8.6
3.191
8.0

-ft

wi
La
d
Jo
si:

g
Mc

I%1

*State has not computed figures for 1985, they indicated that we use
last year's figures.

TABLE 8 - Special Education Enrollment as a Percent of Total Enrollment
STUDENTS ENROLLED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
1983
1984
1985
' NO.
NO.
u
cl,
NO.
227
16.5
226
17.2
232
17.9
66.439
10.2
67.516
10.4
75.355
11.71

District
State

r", Mastery

1
2
3
4
5
6

NO.
81
18.075

District
State
Mastery

Bc

TABLE 7 - Graduates Going to College or Other Postsecondry Training

1982
ATTACHMENT 1
TABLE 1 - MATH

1985
96.52
96.56
95.47
96.17
94.46*

1981_
96.09
96.48
95.55
96.05
94.46

SPECIAL ED STUDENTS RETURNED TO REGULAR CLASSROOM STATUS
AS A PERCENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT
1983
•(
.2i_
19.3

NO.
44

District

1984
.
NO.
46

1985
NO.
48

20.35

20.6

TABLE 9 - Number and Percent of Enrollment Classified as Economically Deprived
1983
NO.
227
229.268

District
State

16.6
35.8

1984
NO.
(
2i
235
18.4
223.109
36.0

1985
NO.
249
N/A

19
'N/A

TABLE 2a - Grade 5. Mean NCE Scores on Basic Skills - CTBS/U and KEST
TABLE 10 - District Secondary Vocational Education
READ
ING
SPELL- LANG- REFERSCHOOL COMP MATH
ING
UAGE
ENCE
Murray
53.3
71.8
59.6
59.8
62.0
Middle
District

ANT-TOT
BATTERY*

OBT-TOT
BATTERY

61.8

59.0

No. & (4TAKING
TESTS
No. %
70 84.3

'Report for district only

TABLE 2b - Grade 'I, Mean NCE Scores on Basic Skills - erEts/u and KEST
READ
-ING
SPELL- LANG- REFERSCHOOL COMP MATH
ING
UAGE
ENCE
Murray
67.5
74.3
62.3
67.7
63.5
Middle
District

ANT-TOT
BATTERY*

OBT-TOT
BATTERY

67.3

69.3

No. &ç.
TAKING
TESTS
No. r4
112 91.8

Enrollment

1983

1984

Number and % of secondary students enrolled in
vocational education:
*Occupational
preparatory programs
*Exploratory peograms
62
15
Number and % of secondary students completing
vocational occupational
preparatory programs
24
.387
NOTE: % based on eligible completers

1985

79

.189

N/A

N/A

25

.316

N/A

N/A

TABLE 11 - Perfect Attendance - Professional Staff
'Report for district only
TITLE
Teachers
Administrators and other professional staff
District

PERCENT
98% attendance
99.2% attendance

TABLE 2c - Grade 10, Mean NCE Scores on Basic Skills - CT'BS/1.: and KEST

READ
SPELL- LANG- REFER-ING
SCHOOL COMP MATH
UAGE
ING
ENCE
Murray
59.3
54.6
71.2
71.8
66.9
High
District

ANT-TOT
BATTERY*
71.9

OBT-TOT
BATTERY
70.2

No. & %
TAKING
TESTS
No. f4
95 95.9

*Report for district only

TABLE 12 - District Pupil/Teacher Ratio

SCHOOLS
Murray Elementary
Murray Middle
Murray High

RATIO
18 to 1
17 to 1
15 to 1

NO CLASSES
OVER MAXIMUM
SIZE

% STUDENTS
IN CLASS OVER
_MAXIMUM

-o-o.o.

-0-0-0-

F

TABLE 3 - SAT and ACT Scores
TABLE 13 - Teacher/Administrator Ratio and Salary Data
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
Teacher Administrator Ratio
SALARY DATA - Teachers
SALARAY RANGE
Percent of Teachers
__Maximum
37%
$17.800
$21,732
47c4
15,912
19,795
6r4
14,045
17,858

No. & % of GRADUATES
TAKING TEST
MATH
532
518

District
State 1984

VERBAL
584
479

7
3.308

Rank I
Rank II
Rank III

8.3

American College Board ly
,t(ACT)
SALARY DATA - Administrators
SALARY RANGE
Percent of
Administrators
Minimum
Maximum
9r4
$24,907
$41.461'
1r4
27,735 27,735

No. & % of GRADUATES
TAKING TESTS
MATH
18.7
15.9

District
State (1984

ENGLIGH

COMPOSITE

19.2

19.4
17.9

68
28,033

79
63

Rank I
Rank II
Rank III

t(

TABLE .01_ - Percent of Students Retained in Each Grade
GRADE
SCHOOL
Murray Elem.
Murray Middle
Murray High
District

4
•

1
7.6

2
9.5

3
0

6

7

9

10

11

12

TABLE 14 - Classes Taught by Teachers Teachin Out of Field of Speciality

0
0

0

3.7

NWMBER TEACHING OUT
OF FIELD OF
SPECIALITY

.010
.008

.010_

.010

.44"
Schools
District

.

N/A

NUMBER OF CLASSES
OUT OF FIELD

r

h,
f(.
11

.:**,
"*""'"fr•rr.71,'•"
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. McKinney's rites today
The funeral for Mrs.
Ellen McKinney will be
today at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Jerrell White and the Rev.
Stephen Seaford will officiate. Leland Peeler
will direct the music.

McClain rites
hell Monday

1

Final rites for Oscar
Vernon McClain were
Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. Leon Winchester
officiated with music by
Mrs. Oneida White.
Pallbearers were
David West, Dan Miller,
Danny Adams, Freddie
Beach, Shayne Lassiter,
Max Smotherman and
Jimmy Dale Erwin.
Burial was in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. McClain, 76, of
Rt. 1, Hazel, died Saturday at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Dorotha
Lassiter McClain; one
daughter, Mrs.
Josephine Wolfe; two
sisters, Mrs. Grace
Wilford and Mrs.
Pauline Cooper; one
grandson, Barry
Morrison.

Market listed
Federal:ital.. Market Seas Sertire
septernber 24. IMO
Itenherk Purrhane %re. Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Haying Stations
Receipts: %et. /109 F:mt.111111 Karma..
&
.23 higher SOW. .11/ to 1110•4i
1.00 higher
I 5 1.2 !III 1A11
541.3:1.42.1111
I S.1-2 2041 2110•Ibs.
1140.311 41.341
S 2-3 2111230 lb...
141.110-41.311
S 3 4 274U2.70 lb,
140.161.41.1111
1‘00.
S I 2 270 330 lbs.
011.1111 32410
S 1 3 NMI 1341 lb..
431.00 33.011
S 1-11 430 5410 lb,
$33.011 34.110
I 14 1 3 fher WI lbs.
$34.110 4 .011
I s 1-I WO 34111 lb..,
S311.1111 31 IMP
Hoar. $26.00 2,400

T.ABLE l

Pallbearers will be
David Gilbert, Alvin
Dunn, Ira Dunn, Mark
Dunn, Victor Brock,
Bobby Nanney and
Stanley Hale.
Burial will follow in
Temple Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. McKinney, 71, of
1208 Olive St., Murray,
died Sundky at 8:45 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Ira McKinney; two daughters,
Mrs. Anna Dunn and
Mrs. Hazel Gilbert; four
sisters, Mrs. Pearl
O'Brien, Mrs. Otie
Followell, Mrs. Emma
Burchett and Mrs. Nora
Jane Hale; five grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.

McCreery s
funeral today
Services for George
McCreery are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Randolph Allen is officiating
with music by Mrs.
Oneida White.
Pallbearers are Kitt
Green, Robert Bucy,
Ora Lee Elkins, Noble
Bray, Russell Brown
and Forrest Trevathan.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. McCreery, 92, of
717 Nash Dr., Murray,
died Sunday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. William
Mitchum; two sons,
Lester McCreery and
Harold Edward McCreery: 10 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.

A.L. Fike's
services are
here today
Final rites for Anthony Lamar Fike were
today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Gerald
Owen officiated with
music by Mrs. Oneida
White.
Pallbearers were
Aubrey Eldridge,
Junior Eldridge, Larry
Evans, Jerry McCallon,
Keith Smith and Gary
Sullivan.
Burial was in the
Sugar Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Fike, 27, of 2004
College Farm Rd., Murray, died Sunday at
Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Debbie
Evans Fike, one
daughter, Angela Fike,
one son, Anthony Mitchell Fike; his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob'Fike;
one sister, Mrs. Nancy
Spencer; two brothers,
Bobby Fike and Tommy
Fike.

MADISONVILLE, proval of the state at"They have given me
Ky. (AP) - A judge's torney general's office,
assistance in prosome
ruling that a rape
which has agreed
cedural quesions that I
charge cannot be
brought against a man
who allegedly assualted
Services for Master
his
estranged wife is unChief Joe Mason Anderson will be Wednesday constitutional and will
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of be appealed, a county
Filbeck and Cann attorney says.
The rape charge
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. L.E. Moore against the 38-year-old
and the Rev. Randy defendant, accused of
Shelton will officiate. attacking his wife after
Burial will follow in she filed for divorce and
rray Memorial moved to a new home,
Gardens with full was recently dismissed
military rites at the by District Judge
Charles Boteler.
gravesite.
The man was proFriends may call at
the funeral home after 4 tected by a state law
that does not recognize
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Anderson, 44, died rape within marriage,
Thursday at his home even though the couple
near Naval Training was separated, the
Center, Great Lakes, Ill. judge said.
Hopkins County AtHe had been serving
with U.S. Navy for 19 torney Logan Calvert
said Monday that he will
years.
Survivors are his appeal that decision to
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins Circuit CourL
John M. Anderson, Har"My strongest argudin: two daughters, ment will be the equal
Mrs. Tammy Williams protection clause of the
and Miss Jo Landa Constitution," Calvert
Anderson; one sister, said. "It's our position
Mrs. Mac Tucker, Har- the Constitution affords
din; one grandchild; married women the
three nieces; one great- same protection that it
niece; one great- affords unmarried
nephew.
women."
The case is apparentPer Double Roll
ly the first test of Kentucky's marital rape
law, Calvert said.
"I have found no
cases like this in Kenmodel for the rest of the tucky law," he
said. "I
world and is adequate to understand that
there
meet current demands.
are several groups who
A large number of ex- are proposing a change
perienced air traffic in the law."
Calvert said he decidcontrollers were fired
during a . 1981 strike. ed to appeal at the reAirline activity was cur- quest of the man's wife.
"She feels as strongly
tailed after that time,
but has slowly been ex- about it as I do," he
panded, Mrs. Dole said. said. ".She knows that
we intend to do all we
"It has been done can."
safely," she said
Calvert said the apMonday.
peal required the ap-

Anderson's
rites planned

Stock Wallpaper Sale

Prepasted

30% Off Selection
Of Books

AR1.1.: 16 - Courses Exceeding State Program of Studies
LIST COURSES OFFERED WHICH EXCEED THE STATE
REQUIRED PROGRAM

STUDIES

•

TABLE 17 - District Per Pupil Expenditures In ADA

DISTRICT

(1984
S
- TATE

$1,817.90
129.63
2,368.04
60.12

$1,342
57
1,880
151

ATTACHMENT II
Table 16 - Courses offered which exceed the state required program
of studies:
French I, II, Ill,.IV; Spanish I, II, III, IV; Latin I, II; Home Ec. I;
Special Interest Home Ec.;
Adult Living; General Shop I. II; Architectural Drawing, Mechanical
Drawing; Advanced Woods.
Metals; General Business; PE 9; Advanced PE; Typing I, II; Office
Practice; Shorthand I, II; Accounting!. II; Introduction to Computers; Advanced Computers;
Speech; Business Math: Algebra
Regular and Honors; Algebra II. Regular and Honors; Math 12, Regular
and Honors: Advanced
Placement Chemistry; Band; Art I, II, III; Geometry, Regular and Honors;
Driver Education : Journalism; Chemistry; Orientation to the World of Work; Economics: Psycholo
gy

T UWE Is - local School District Revenue
DOLLARS

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

STATE
AVERAGE*

$1,072.512
793.212

35.9f;
-

23

63.4';
7t

hr,

967,424 04

24.5'

1 1

t*1984)

ABLE 19 - Re% enue and Assessed Property Value Per Child

DISTRICT
Local revenue per child in average daily
attendance
Assessed property value per child in
average daily attendance

$804.59
$128.722

Over 250 Patterns in Stock

Month of September

$181.00

90.000
189.300
1,893,464
19.436

Scrubbable

Wallpaper Book Sale

$194 60

INCOME
Revenue fom local sources
Tax Receipts
Income from investments
;
average return)
Other
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
GENERAL FUND BALANCE
June 30, as a ; of total
ieneral Fund Money

Strippable

$6.00 $8.00 $10.00 $14.00

$185.00

Cost per Pupil for instruction
Cost per Pupil for Administration
Cost per Pupil for Current Expenses
Cost per Pupil for Transportation

9

20 Yds. or More

1985

FACTOR

.

Free Installation

1984

SEE ATTACHMENT II

•

2
Sales Start Sept

Airline disasters may just
be 'an aberration of the time
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The recent
spate of airline
disasters appear to be
"an aberration" and
cannot be tied to any
alleged deficiencies in
the air-traffic control
system, accoeding to
Transportation
Secretary Elizabeth
Dole.
Mrs. Dole said the
U.S. system of air traffic control remains a

had," he said. "They
have been helpful and
cooperative.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

1983

2
3

PAGE 11

Judge's rape ruling will be appealed

- Cost for Professional Staff Development

Average cost per professional staff member for
inservice

1'1 ESDAV.0SEVIEMIsElt 24, 1985

(1984 )
STATE
$537
$106 n18

Part IV - MASTER EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
lixecutive Summary
In the spring of 1983 the Murray Independent School District submitted to the Kentucky Department of Education a three year Master Educational Improvement Plan. The goal of the plan was
to improve student, performance in spelling. The objective was as follows:
By the spring of 1986 the mean NCE score of students in grades 1-12 will be higher than
the mean NCE score on the spellin subtest of the MSS,form U. as compared to the same
students' scores in the spring of 1983.
Teachers have participated in kpproriate in-service addressing improvement of spelling skills;
have implemented new teaching strategies and techniques; and have developed scope and sequence
for spelling, grades 1-12, which has been made available to parents. The mean NCE score of the
CTRS, form U, Spelling Subtest, has increased from 59 in the spring of 1983 to 60 in the spring of
1984 to 61 in the spring of 1985.

PROGRESS REPORT
1984-8.5
The following short range goals were adopted for the Murray Independent School
District for the
1984-85 school year. After each goal statement is a second statement indicatin
g what was
accomplished.
The continued implementation of an advanced placement program at Murray High
School to include at least four academic areas by the end of the current school year.
AT THE END OF THE 1984-85 SCHOOL YEAR. FIVE t 5t STUDENTS TOOK A TOTAL
OF SIX
16 ) AP EXAMS.
The completion of a Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Ten Year Self-Study
and evaluation by a visiting committee of Murray High School.
THIS WAS COMPLETED IN THE SPRING OF 1985.
The implementation of the International Baccalaureate Program to include appropri
ate staff
development activities and program planning for the 1984-85 school year.
FOUR TEACHERS AND ONE ADMINISTRATOR ATTENDED AN INTERNATIONA
L BACCALAUREATE CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO IN THE FALL OF 1984. OTHER STAFF DEVELO
PMENT ACTIVITIES WERE CONDUCTED IN THE SCHOOL. IT WAS THE CONSENSUS
OF THE
FACULTY AND BOARD OF EDUCATION THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION -OF THAT PROGR
AM
WOULD NOT BE FEASIBLE. THE GROUP FELT THAT EXI'ANSION OF THE AP l'ROGR
AM
WOULD BETTER MEET THE NEEDS OF MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL AT THIS TIME.
PARTICULARLY WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMONWEALTH DIPLOM
A AT THE
STATE LEVEL).
The improvement of student achievement as shown by scores on the Comprehensive Test
of Basic
Skills* through more effective use of test data, staff development activities, parent involvem
ent.
more individualized instruction. etc.
EVEN THOUGH THE AVERAGE NCE FOR THE TOTAL BATTERY IN GRADES THREE.FIVE.
SEVEN, AND TEN WAS 66 FOR BOTH 1984 AND 1985. THE STATE RANKING WENT
FROM
SEVENTH TO FOURTH.
establis
The
hment of a Citizen's Advisory Committee to assist in long range planning for the Murray City School System through development of a mission statement for the school system, survey
of available resources, and recommendations for implementation of specifics addressed by the mission statement.
*tKentucky Essential Skills Test in Reading and Math I
A MISSION STATEMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED: THE COMMITTEE HAS RESEARCHED
THE FOLLOWING AREAS: TIME RESOURCES. FINANCIAL RESoURCES. HUM AN
RESOURCES, PHYSICAL RESOURCES.

1985-86
In August of 1985 the Murray Board-of Education adopted the following long and
short range goals
and objectives:
To continue to improve instruction
To maintain a low pupil-teacher ratio
To develop ways of closing the gap between anticipated and obtained test
scores
To implement a positive discipline plan that encourages each student accep.
ting the responsibility for his own actions
To improve articulation of the curriculum from subject to subject. grade.to
grade, and school to school
To expand the school volunteer program
To initiate a comprehensive public relations program in order to provide better school
('omm(1nications within the community
To develop a school business partnership for example Student of the 1Veek
Program sponsored by WSJP. Century 21. and other local businesses
To expand formal public relations program
To expand community services
To expand summer enrichment and remediation programs • tor example:
driver education, typing)
To explore the feasibility of providing a summer renovation project in the
community
To encourage continued professional growth and development
To initiate a formal staff development plan for improvement 01 instruction
To investigate a merit or master teacher plan or other local options
To continue to improve fiscal management
To form a Murray City Schools' Foundation
To identify the cost of instructional programs on a per student basis and
justify those expenses that exceed a fair share average
To continue to study the feasibility of reorganization of facilities
To consider ways that school facilities may be more available to the
community
To provide an uvitthg environment for learning so that each student has the
oPPortunity to develop
his potential
To lower the drop out rate for example: provide a reward system for
- attendance)
To track students upon their leaving school for whatever reason i graduation.
dropping out. transferring)
To study the feasibility of a "No Smoking" rule and promote positive health
habits

•
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Brace yourself: Murray State fights back in
This is the first of a
two-part series examining knee injuries and the
measures being used to
prevent them at Murray
State and surrounding
high.. school athletic
programs

injured ex-athletes.
The knee, a vital link
to an athlete's future, is
a weak link in many
players armor. The
knee can become an
athlete's Achille's tendon with the arrows of
crippling injuries being
as devastating as a
260-pound lineman
crashing into the joint,
or the simple twist and
tear caused by insecure
footing.
In 1982 the MSU football program was
plagued with 17 knee injuries, many requiring
expensive surgery.
The excessive amount
when even a single

1

war against knee injuries
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already mandatory for operations during his
all down linemen to pro career with the New
wear the apparatuses York Jets that Broadeven in practice. And way Joe was eventually
most players who have fitted With two Lennoxworn the braces will Hill braces, which are
testify to the equip- named after the famous
ment's saving graces.
New York hospital.
By JIM RECTOR
Colby Schreckengost,
According to SimIn the war to end all
Sports Editor
the biggest MSU
mons, the Lennox-Hill
injuries. Murray
lineman at 6 - 3 , model is "the Cadillac
trainers and team
295-pounds, survived a of knee braces."
physician Dr. Hal
near-crippling injury
The style that the
Houston are offering
knee injury is con- cording to Houston, the last fall when another
Racers wear primarily
this simple advice:
sidered too many) pro- equipment has cut the player slammed into his
is not as complicated
Brace yourself.
vided ammunition for number of knee injuries leg from the side during
nor as expensive as the
For the athletes who
the MSU medical to only a single opera- a blocking drill. The
Lennox-Hill, but all
follow this advice, the
crusaders.
tion last year and none brace was bent, but his knee braces work on
the
statistics are proving
Thus, new knee thus far this season.
knee suffered only a same principle of dethat they are less likely
braces were bought and
"I predict (knee bruise rather than torn rotation in the joint
to become members of a
by
brought to the Racer braces) will be man- ligaments or worse. He providing
lateral
vast fraternity of kneefootball camp and ac- datory equipment for limped for a day or two
support.
colleges within the next but was able to play in
Even during the nortwo years. It may take that week's game.
mal course of running, a
longer for high schools
Mike McGregor, knee joint ean be subbecause of the cost, but defensive lineman, has jected to as much
as 10
it's crazy not to demand had his brace bent times the amount
of
that players wear already this season and pressure as the
person's
these," Houston said.
he vows he'll never play normal body weight.
"If you consider that a without the devices
But it isn't so much
knee operation runs which are secured to the the pressure applied
to
anywhere from $5,000 to leg above and below the the knee, but the
torque
$7,000, a team could af- knee with Velcro strips. involved that causes
the
ford to outfit the entire
The brace, on some most severe injuries.
squad with braces for models connected by
"The anatomy of most
the cost of a single two hinges above and knee injuries is torque
operation. And that's below the knee joint, or the right amount
of
not counting time saved consists of a bar of force in the wrong direcfrom a player's absence metal encased in padd- tion," Simmons
confrom the team, lost ed material.
tends. "Most of the knee
classroom time or perMurray State started injuries that we see
manent disability. using the braces on a aren't caused by
a
These (holding up a pair regular basis after the direct blow on
the outof braces) are the best 1982 season when the side of the leg. The
most
thing to come along in number of knee injuries severe injuries occur
sports medicine In quite was staggering. But it when a guy isn't hit
at
some time."
has taken awhile for the all, but has his foot
But instigating braces braces to take hold, planted and makes
a
into the programs at Some players still cut. It's that shearing
,
any level of football are refuse to wear them.
twisting on the joint that
often times as easy as
Racer trainer Tom causes the most ligapulling teeth.
'Doc' Simmons says it's ment damage."
High schools (and like any piece of equipEditor's Note: The sesome universities) con- ment being introduced cond part of
this exAMAZING BRACE - Joey Atchison, a Murray
tend the cost is pro- - it takes time for it to amination- of
knee inState freshman, displays his Lennox -Hill brace
hibitive. Some coaches be accepted.
jury prevention at Murwhich he now wears after corrective knee
and players believe the
"When the face mask ray State and surrounsurgery earlier this fall. The Lennox•Hill brace
is
braces cut down on was first invented peo- ding high schools
will be
considered to be "the Cadillac. of de•rotation
mobility, speed, flex- ple who wore them were published in
Wednesbraces.- according to MISI. trainer Tom 'Doc'
ibility or all three.
thought of as sissies," day's sports section of
Simmons.
Both arguments are Simmons said. "Now a the Ledger & Times.
Staff photo by .Jim Rector
just so much hot air to player wouldn't think
Houston.
about wearing a helmet
"Murray High School without one. The face
agreed to outfit the enmask changed the game
tire team in knee braces of football. It altered
this year," Houston tackling and blocking
pointed out. "An techniques almost
average pair of braces overnight.
cost less than $100 but
"The same thing with
when you consider the
mouth guards. At first
The first Division it began in 1979.
including three which
alternative - possible
people complained 1-AA football poll hit the
Unbeaten Richmond participated in the 1984
permanent injury and
about them because streets today and Mur- (3-0) appeared as the playoffs, were overlookoperation expenses - it they couldn't talk or ray State, with
its 2-0-1 No.1 team in the nation ed by the pollers.
only makes sense to
couldn't breath. But record, appeared tied in today's poll followed
Missing from the first
allocate more money in
they've saved a lot of for the No.8 position.
by Nevada-Reno (3-01, poll of the season are
the budget."
teeth and you won't see
The poll is established Marshall (4-0), Grambl- such powers as Indiana
Houston is a strong too many players weekly by the NCAA
ing (2-0) and Middle State, Montana State,
advocate of trying to
without them."
Division 1-AA commit- Tennessee State (3-0) Tennessee State (which
sell insurance carriers
In the same respect, tee. This week's 1-AA which was the only Ohio qualified for the
on the idea of giving disknee injuries are having poll marks the 64th Valley Conference team playoffs last year but
counts to teams who
the same affect on the straight week that the besides MSU to make was not allowed to parRSEE NEEDS - Mayfield High football player Hunt Boyd
receives a
have mandatory brace
gridiron sport.
Ohio Valley Conference the Top 20.
ticipate because of
flemonstration from Murray State team
physician Dr. Hal Houston on the
wearing for all of its
Joe
has
Namath
had a represenis
proAt No.6 was Arkansas NCAA rules infractions)
proper application of knee braces. Boyd injured a knee in the
players. "They'd be
game against
bably the most famous tative in the 1-AA rank- State (2-2) followed by and Eastern Kentucky
Nlurra High two weeks ago. The brace consists of two Velcro
straps with a saving money in the
of
all knee-brace wear- ings. It also marks the William & Mary (2-1), of the OVC.
padded metal brace on the outside of each knee.
long run," he contends.
ing athletes. It was 45th time that two teams and Murray State tied
This weekend
Staff photo by Jim Rector
At Murray State it is
because of several knee have been ranked since with Delaware State features several key
(4-0) for 8th. Idaho (2-1) matchups among rankwas alone at No.10 with ed teams including No.2
Lamar (3-0) 11th, then Nevada-Reno at No.10
Illinois State (2-0-1), Idaho; Jackson State at
Mississippi Valley (3-0). No.13 Mississippi Valley
Delaware (2-1), Rhode State; and East TenIsland ( 2-11, Ap- nessee State at No.19
palachian State (2-1), Western Carolina. Also,
Massachusetts- (2-1), No.14 Delaware travels
Furman (2-1), Western to Northern Iowa, a
Carolina (2-1), and Loui- team which could break
siana Tech (2-1) round- into the Top 20 with a
ed out the bottom 10.
victory Saturday.
In the opening poll
IN FRONT OF WATERFIELD LIBRARY
No.18 Furman will
11urry. Because if you don't, you're
about anybody can utilize their
several ranked teams, visit a Division 1-A opgning to make the same, expensive
advanced features. Like hands-free
ponent, North Carolina
mistake that hundreds of small busiPuryear. Tn.
intercom answering, one-touch
'
State, and No.16 Ap247-5798
nesses have made before you: Buying extension calling, paging, threepalachian State will do
.
9-.
:
L\
the same in visiting
phones that are too costly and too
party(onferencing, speed dialing,
—11•
—%_.t •
Wake Forest this
limited.
••
and more. All standard.
••
•
weekend.
But we can prevent that mistake.
So, if you want your business to
Murray State, idle
We can intn duce you to Trillium, the realize its full potential, ask us about
last week after tying
phone systems specifically designed
a Trillium phone system. Because it'
Division 1-A Memphis
— State
for small business.
you don't, you'll pay a ,q - ( 10-10 ) two
NOW SERVING
Trillium systems are so
weekends ago, will host
price for poor busiTennessee Tech (0-2) in
sensiblv priced,just about
ness communicathe
conference opener
anybody can afford them.
tions. And it isn't
for both schools on
So easy to understand. Just
birdseed.
Saturday. 7:30 p.m.
TRILLIUM
kickoff.
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If you need new phones,
get in touch with us.
Asfast as you can.
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Couples golf
tourney set

Pitt
Clev
Hou
CInc

MAYFIELD - A
36-hole couples golf
tournament will be held
at the Mayfield South
Highland Golf Course
Saturday and Sunday.
Entry fee per couple
is $50 which includes a
steak dinner and a
dance Saturday night.
Tee times will be 8:30
a.m. and 1 p.m. both
days.
For registration information, cifirthe course
pro shop at 247-2918.
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Thompson
completes
100 miles
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Auburn, Oklahoma still 1-2 in poll
The Associated Press
Auburn and
Oklahoma, both idle
over the weekend, remained 1-2 in the
Associated Press college football poll today
while Southern California skidded from third
to 18th after being upset
by Baylor.
In addition, South
Carolina and Illinois,
last week's No. 15 and 20
teams, fell out of the
Top Twenty after suffering crushing defeats
while Air Force and
Virginia made the rankings for the first time
this season.
Auburn, 2-0, received
26 of 57 first-place votes
and 1,087 of a polSsible
1,140 points from a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sportscasters. The Tigers
visit Tennessee on
Saturday. ,
Oklahoma, which will
become the last majorcollege team to play a
game when the Sooners

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
In the quiet solitude of
Laker Stadium last Friday night, following the
elation of a 29-8
Homecoming football
victory by the Calloway
County football team,
one runner stood alone
against a personal
endeavor.
Dan Thompson,
Calloway County cross
country coach, began
running around the
Laker Stadium track at
midnight on Friday and
completed 100 miles 23
hours and 53 minutes
later.
Thompson accomplished his goal of
running 100 miles in 24
hours with seven
minutes to spare, but he
also had a two-fold
reason for running.
Money pledged per
mile will be collected by
Thompson and his cross
country team members
to provide travel funds
for away meets this fall.
Early estimates showed
Thompson's efforts raised about $750 but additional donations may
push the total evens
Dan Thompson on his 100-mile trek
higher.
Two noteworthy "We're very thankful time," Thompso
n conThompson completed
pledges were made by for all the pledges and tinued. "It's nice,
per- 402% laps around the
local running en- the support shown for sonally, that I
ac- Laker football field with
thusiasts Dr. Ray our program.
complished this (100 various members of the
Charette and Dr. Ron
"I was happy to do miles), but it's not an cross country team
Wuest of $1 per mile,
this because it's been a uncommon thing, ex- CO untin
g laps
Said Thompson. goal of mine for some cept maybe in Murray.
" throughout the ordeal

SEATTLE (AP) For the first three
quarters, Eric Dickerson shook off the rust
from his holdout. In the
fourth, he made the
Seahawks look like they
were the guys who had
been away for 47 days.
"Obviously, Eric had
training camp in the
first three quarters and
began the regular
season in the fourth,"
Los Angeles Rams
Coach John Robinson

said after the holder of
the National Football
League's single-season
rushing record played
his first game of the
season on three days of
practice like he'd never
been away at all.
Recreating some of
his routine days of the
past two seasons, he
carried 31 times for 150
yaPds and scored three
touchdowns as the
Rams beat the Seattle

Seahawks 35-24 for their
third win without a loss.
Even more important,
he saved his best work
for the final period after
the Seahawks had cut a
21-7 deficit to 21-17 with
just under seven
minutes to play on a
fourth-down play from
the Rams 3-yard line.
Then Dickerson took
over, ignoring the constant din of the 63,292
fans who bounced their
appeals to the Seahawks

SCOREBOARD

Saturday

defense off the walls and
roof of the Kingdome.
On the first play of the
next possession, he took
a handoff from Dieter
Brock, burst through a
hole between right
tackle and guard and
cut for the sidelines,
racing 43 yards to the
Seattle 37. Five plays
later, he burst into the
end zone from 15 yards
out to make it 28-17 and
the Seahaks were never
In the game again.

753-8355
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'Oklahoma State,
which was also idle.
jumped from eighth to
seventh with 695 points.
LSU defeated Colorado
State 17-3 and rose from
ninth to eighth with 681
points.
Penn State turned
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National Football League
Central
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Chicago
3 0 0
East
Detroit
2 1 0
WIT Pct PF PA
Minnesota
2 1
0
Miami
2
667 84
0
39
Green Bay
1
2 0
New England
2 1 0
667 50 54
Tampa Bay
0 3 0
NY Jets
2 1
667 66 97
0
West
India:uppity.
1
2 0
933 90 81
L A Rams
3 0 0
Buffalo
• 3 0
000 26 73
San Francisco
1 0
2
Central
New Orleans •
2 0
1
Pittsburgh
2 1 0
667 72 20
Atlanta
0 3 0
Cleveland
1
2 0
333 48 54
Mondays Game
Houston
1
2 0
333 39 59
Los Angeles Rams 35, Seattle 24
Cincinnati
O 3 0
000 92 113
Sunday. Sept 29
West
Dallas at Houston
Denver
2 1 0
667 94
71
Green Bay at St Louis
Kansas City
2 1 0
667 63 78
Lam Angeles Raiders at New England
San Diego
2 1 0
667 93 99
Minnesota at Buffalo
Seattle
2 1
0
667 101
94
New York Giants at Philadelphia
L A Raiders
1
2 0
333 61
70
Seattle at Kansas City
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Tampa Bay at Detroit
East
Washington at °drag°
4.-+-•
-Wliarefillarargi Vallt
"
N Y Giants
1 0
2
667 66 40
Miami at laenver
St. Louis
2 I 0
667 85 78
Indianapolis at New York Jets
Philadelphia
1
2 0
353 25 44
Atlanta at
Angeles Rams
Washington
I
2 0
233 36 76
Cleveland at San Diego
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National Football League Standings

Rudolph Goodyear

U.S. 641 S.

"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-0595

"We Have A Winning Team-Quality, Quantity a
Price"

•

. J
•

back East Carolina 17-10
and went up from 10th to
ninth with 624 points and
Arkansas cracked the
Top Ten for the first
time this season,
vaulting from 14th to
10th with 515 points after
blanking Tulsa 24-0.

587
547 f1
513 11
500 13
409 215.
393

Tuesday's Games
Montreal 'Smith 16-5i at Chicago (Fontenot 6-91
New York I Fernandez 7-9) at Philadelphia
3-11
Atlanta (Perez 1-111 at Cincinnati ilfrowning 119
(n1
Pittsburgh • Turutell 4.9) at St Louis Horton 25
In)
Los Angeles (Welch 11-4) at Houston I Knepper
15-101, In)
San Francisco (LaPoint 7-141 at San Diego
IDriviecky 12-101, in)
Wednesday's Games
New York at Chicago
Montreal at Pittsburgh. in'
Atlanta at etriclanatl, Inl
Philadelphia at St Louis, In.
Los Angeles at Houston.
San Francisco at San Diego .n •

41-

.74

•First 500 persons receive Racer hand fans
*Bring your picnic, grills, and drinks Picnic begins a! 5 30
•Live music will be played during picnic
.Call 762-4895 for game ticket inforrhatiOn
'Tickets on sale daily in room 21 1 at tne stadium )

Tiempo N Radial

1116$1•00
tin

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
St Louis
94 56
New York
91 59
Montreal
75 72
Philadelphia
71 77
Chicago
70 79
Pittsburgh
51 97
West Division
Los Angeles
62
Cincinnati
81 67
Houston
77 73
San Diego
75 75
Atlanta
61 88
San Francisco
59 91
Monday's Games
Montreal 10. Chicago 7
New York 4, Philadelphia 1
St Louis 5, Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 5. Houston 3
San Francisco 7. San Diego 2
Only Games Scheduled

901 S. SYCAMORE

•

DRIVER'S CHOKE!

Major League Baseball Standings

Minnesota 'Butcher 10-131 at Texas IWililams 1.01.
In)
Baltimore (McGregor 13-121 at Milwaukee
Wegrnan 1-0). (n)
Chicago (Seaver 13-11) at California I Candelaria
6-11.
Kansas City (Gubicsa 13-81 at Seattle I Moore 15-81.
In)
Cleveland (Schulze 3-91 at Oakland Young 0-3'. In
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Oakland
Boston at Toronto, in
Detroit at New York. In.)
Minnesota at Texas.
Baltimore at Milwaukee.(n•
Chicago at California. In)
Kansas City at Seattle, In)

4 Fluriti.•
5 I ltao
MethoM-•
7 Oklahoma
• I.St
i••••11,52110.10
11 9.1,4,11,,
1- 11.. Igo!,
.
14 Hromath
I Alabama

1.1.

McCracken County Day

$n95 All 1

L
Pct.
G8
94 55
631
88 61
591 6
79 69
534 14%
78 72
520 16%
75 75
500 19%
65 84
436 29
54 98
355 41%
West Division
California
85 65
567 Kansas City
84 65
564 %
Chicago
77 72
517 7%
Oakland
73 77
487 12
Seattle
70 80
467 15
Minnesota
ee 81
460 16
Texas
5693
376 28%
. Monday's Games
toronto 5. Milwaukee 1
Detroit 2, Boston 1
Texas 11. Seattle 4
Chicago 6. California 5
Oakland 8, Cleveland 7
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Nipper 9-11 at Toronto I Davis 2-11, In.
Detroit(Tanana 9-144 at New York IP Nlekro 15-111.

1(1•1 "1.11

Sept. 28
Stewart Stadium

7-30 p m

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Toronto
New York
Baltimore
Detroit
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

zig

1 Auburn • 2.;
2 Oklahoma 21

Murray State/Tenn. Tech.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Mator League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

The AP 7,y1fterito,
1 hp lop a ph,‘ •• o.•• .•
with first
.01 217 19 3,, 17
rail,

Choose Tiempo N. with a new tread desreri
Of
Custom Potysteei Radial. one of Goodyear s all lime
favorites
or Vector Radial, outstanding for boin
treadwear and traction Or choose from live other
tires, listed below in dozens of sizes With values
like these, everybody wins
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visit Minnesota on
Saturday night, received 21 first-place votes
and 1,076 points.
Last week, with all 60
voters participating,
they were tied 23-23 in
first-place ballots while
Auburn led in points
1,137-1,125.
With Southern Cal losing to Baylor 20-13, Iowa
moved up from fourth
place to third with five
first-place votes and
1,008 points by trouncing
Northern Illinois 48-20.
Florida State and
Ohio State, sixth and
seventh last week, both
climbed past idle
Southern Methodist,
which slipped from fifth
to sixth. Fourth-place
Florida State received
877 points following a
19-10 victory over Memphis State and No. 5
Ohio State, a 36-13 winner over Colorado,
received 807 points,
followed by'SMU with
three first-place votes
and 787 points.

RACER FOOTBALL

Rams' Dickerson back in force after holdout

LINDY SUITER
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Sullivan, 16, tells police he beat girl with a stick
ANDERSON, Ihd.
Al' • — Police deteotive
Gary Burke testified
that I6-year-old Michael
Sullivan confessed during interrogation to
beating a 6-year-old girl
with a stick and sexually molesting her.
Burke, deputy chief of
criminal investigations,
made his comments at a
probable cause hearing
Monday in which
Michael Sullivan was officially charged with
murder and child
molest in the death of

v

Tamika Larry of the day after she
Anderson.
disappeared.
A plea of innocent was
Police Lt. Terry
entered by the court for Richwine said Sullivan,
Sullivan and lawyers originally from
Patrick Murphy and Louisville. Ky., had livMark Maynard were ap- ed in the same apartpointed to represent ment complex as the
him.
young girl since July.
A tentative trial date
Sullivan was returned
of Nov 18 was set. to Anderson from
Madison County Pro- Louisville on Saturday.
secutor Bill Lawler said He had moved back to
he would request the Kentucky with his
mother, who could not
death penalty.
The child's body was find work in the Anderfound in a wooded area son area.
near her home Sept. 15,
Burke tesitified that

NOTICE

BEAT THE FEDERAL
TAX INCREASE
On October 1 of this year, the Federal
Excise Tax on distilled spirits (gin, vodka,
whiskey, etc.) will be increased substantially. This increase coupled with other
taxes and some supplier raises will mean
that your favorite brand will go up
about $1.30 per 1.75 liter bottle and
in some instances much, much more.

Sullivan went through
three interviews with
police.
"Sullivan said he had
given Tamika a piggyback ride near the
woods, and then she
followed him into the
woods down to a dead
end in the trail," Burke
testified about the first

interview.
"Sullivan then said he
grabbed the little girl
and threw her down to
the ground. After a time
he hit her with a stick
twice and then she
became unconscious.
Sullivan then said he
took the girl's body from
the trail and hid it."

and Sullivan returned to
the woods behind the
apartment complex
where the body was
found. He took them to
the spot where the body
was recovered and
showed them where he
raped her, Burke said.
Sullivan said he used
a stick which was found
at the scene to hit the
child over the head.
•
Sullivan said he hit
her twice, although
pathologist Dr. John
Pless said she had been

During the second interview with police,
Sullivan demonstrated
with anatomically correct dolls exactly how
he had grabbed the girl
and how he had sex with
her, according to Burke.
Burke said that for the
third interview, officers

Judge says offers made to buy UPI
WASHINGTON (API
— United Press International has received 25 offers from potential purchasers, "including
several substantial proposals from very wellheeled offerors," a
federal bankruptcy
judge said.
Judge George Francis
Bason Jr. did not identify any of the proposed
investors.
His comments on
Monday came as he accepted a report
prepared by UPI's investment advisers,
Bear. Stearns & Co. and
Ladenberg, Thalman &
Co., and the Wire Ser-

vice Guild's representative, Brian Freeman.
Bason said Jeff Peterson of Bear Stearns,
Porter Bibb of
Ladenberg Thalman
and Freeman "will be
sifting through those
proposals and consulting with offerors and
with each other and
reporting to their
respective clients and to
the creditors'
committee."
"There is every
reason to believe that
this process will lead
very soon to the filing of
a plan of reorganization
for UPI," said Bason,
who called the timetable

"a truly remarkable
achievement."
Bason also said that
UPI has operated in the
black every month since
it filed for reorganization under the bankruptcy law on April 28.

1 .Legai
In another report
made in the nearly twohour closed session and
then read in open court,
national mediator E.T.
McMahon said
representatives of UPI
and its main union, the
Wire Service Guild, will
share information on
any additional potential
purchasers about whom
they learn.

AS of September 23,
1985 1, Kennith E.
Broach, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own.
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Up To Poster Size
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In Store
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CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S 3rd
Downtown Murray
7333b21
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1 .Legal

2

Temporary
Help Wanted
Several persons to do
telephone survey type
work. No experience
necessary. Good hourly pay. Two shifts
available 9 a.m.-3:30
p.m. or 4 p.m.-14 p.m.
Apply to Mrs. Williams
at the J C Fairgrounds
Building, Hwy. 121 N.
Wed. 25th. 9 a.m.-5
p.m
Feb. 27, 1907: The duck-billed platypus is invented.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 moccasin
4 English baby
carriages
9 Chapeau
12 Pallor
13 Rustic
14 Mountain on
Crete
15 Freshet
17 Breach of faith
19 Algonquian
Indians
21 Hawaiian
wreath
22 Small boring
tools
25 Talk idly
29 Article
30 Dropsy
32 Father
33 Sick
35 Choose
37 Weight of India
1
12

2

3

38 Want
40 Consumed
42 Yes, in Spain
43 Metal
45 Let go
47 Meadow
49 Loved one
50 Plunder
54 Classify
57 Anglo-Saxon
money
58 Lasso
60 Lad
61 Condensed
moisture
62 Memoranda
63 Diocese
DOWN
1 Dance step
2 Viper
3 Gorge
4 Go before
5 Ruthenium
symbol
6 Skill
4
13

5

6

A

A
S

0
A
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A

TC
Cindi Lin
Ceramics
Classes Tue Thurs
2:00 p.m. til 10 p m
1 mile from Mitrray
Hwy 94 ETst
Phone 753-0079
ALL Seasons
Taxidermy & Leathercraft is now taking
Christmas orders for
leather wallets, belts &
etc. We specialize in
Deer head mounts,
small mammel. birds St
fish. Reasonable price.
reasonable time t complete. Call us or come
by our shop. Highway
79, Paris Landing 901644-9310.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

A
T
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7 Clayey earth
8 Slumber
9 Belonging to
that man

q
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11
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Custom Grain
Harvesting
15 yrs. Experience
Days 753-5107
Evenings 753-4003
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cutiset$10.00.
Perms $25. 753-0658. 10-5
and evenings by appointment. Closed Sat.

KNITTING
CLASSES
At Donna's
Starting Sept. 30
Call 753-8373
between 10-5
p.m. for
information.
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Notice

Olds Pont Cad &rock

OK , NOWT NO' NOT
THAT
YOU
GIVE ME
ONE I
A CARD j WANT A
RED ONE

We

The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

5419 Lone Oak Rd.

poducah's most interesting store

W4

mc
Sri
en
blc
ani
Ch
onl

The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job. the name of the bidder.
and the date and time of bid opening.

Illinois Apples
Tenn. Tomatoes
Tenn. Pumpkins
Fresh Vegetables

The Party Mart

RI(

go
err

Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building.
2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky.

Open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Hope we've been of service.

1/11(

The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for chain link fence
and gates for the Calloway County Ball
Field until 1:30 p.m., Thursday, October 3,
1985.

305 So. 12th St.

Please bear in mind that all purchases
-lust be picked up prior to October 1 to
-.3ke advantage of this enormous savings.

IH

G,

INVITATION TO BID

JONES PRODUCE

Please contact The Party Mart about
your favorite brands and we will be happy
to-lay aside o supply for you

2 .

CLASSIFIEDS

May we make a suggestion?
All your purchases between
now and October I will be at
our usual low prices. So consider your future personal, gift
or party needs now and buy
while you can save from $6.00 to
$15.00 per case depending upon
the item

hit at least four times.
Lawler said after the
hearing that he was not
concerned that Sullivan
wsived his rights to
have a lawyer present
during interrogation
when the alleged confessions were made.
"If and how credible
the confessions are, we
haven't had time yet to
determine," Maynard
said after the hearing.
"We just met with our
client for the first time
today."

N

A
E'
P0D

10 Fuss
11 Make into
leather
16 Story
18 Ventilates
20 Gravestone
22 Profits
23 Fha
24 Besmirch
26 Three-toed
sloths
27 Lock of hair
28 Weird
31 Performed
34 Confederate
general
36 Russian tourwheeled wagons
39 Secluded valley
41 Approach
44 Become aware
of
46 Desert dwellers
48 Exchange
premium
50 Seed container
51 Anger
52 Ordinance
53 Dine
55 Female deer
56 Hurricane
center
59 Tellurium
symbol

Come See
Our Display
•Gilson Tillers
•Gilson
Log
Splitters
•Gilson
Riding
Mowers
•Gilson Tractors
and Equipment
2 yr. Limited
Warranty
SAVE $150.00
See It All At
HAZEL LAWN &
GARDEN CENTER
311 Main St
Hazel, Ky
502 492 8147
We Sell We Trade
We Service

Delivery
People Needed
• Several licensed driver;
with economy car needed
for light delivery in Murray
Good hourly pay plus gas
mileage & bonuses Apply
to Mr. Wiliamson at the
J C Fairgrounds Building
Hwy. 121 N Wed. 25th 9
a m.-5 pm

4
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THE MI RRAV LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
2 .Notice

6

Help Wanted

16. Home Furnishings
MOVING sale. Sofa,
DECORATING
chair, coffee & end
At
tables, excellent condiCAREER
HAZEL LAWN &
tion. Mattel Intellivision
Do you have a flair for
& 5 tapes. 2 10-speed
GARDEN CENTER
decorating? Notional
bicycles, clothes, misc.
we offer complete parts
company training.
Call 759-4630 or 753-6865
& service on riding
after 5p.m.
(502)443-5808
mowers, push mowers,
SALE on all recliners,
garden tillers, weed
easy chairs & bedding
ESTABLISHED tree
In stock. New fall
eaters- & chain saws.
firm has immediate shipmen
ts now arriv•
We have belts to fit
positions available for ing.
In addition to our
experienced tree clim- bedroom
most mowers & tillers,
suites we also
bers. Excellent pay, stock
Briggs & Stratton parts,
odd chests,
steady work, for re- dresser
engines and short
s & beds. Big
sponsible, dependable saving
on all other
blocks. Bring this ad
persons. Call Boyer furnitu
re. Carraway
and get 1 gal of Bar &
Tree Service 753-0338 Furnitur
e. 105 N 3rd
for appointment.
Chain Lube (virgin oil)
753.1502.
LADY to live in with SOFA,
only 2.85 per gal.
8 ft., green cut
invalid lady. Room. velvet,
$135; 2 matching
502-492-8147
board and salary. Call chairs,
$180'; drexel
We Sell
759-1661.
walnut coffee table, 5 ft.
We Trade
6 in., $75. Call 435-4215.
We Service
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
INSURANCE
selections, only $4.00
SALES CAREER
per week. Rudolph
immediately7
REEUE
rFinancial help while training
Goodyear. 753-0595.
people seriously interadvance
commission.
ested in losing weight.
vested
renewals
19. Farm Equipment
Call 1-800-992-9991.
A M B.A
excellent corn
pany Complete line of A &
1977 TD15C INTER
H and Universal Life ProNATIONAL Dozer,
ducts Including major
hydraulic blade & tilt,
medical and nursing home
canopy & sweeps, very
policies. For appointment
good condition, $26,000.
call Sharon Mon Fri 9
'67 International tractor
a m -11 30 a m
& '72 15 ton Lowboy,
502 781-7270
$4,000 (negotiable for
both). 753-8868 days,
753-58 3 8 nights &
weekends.
9. Situation Wanted
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24. Miscellaneous
USED dinette tables
and chairs, twin beds.
school desks ,recliners,
rockers, chests, ranges.
refrigerators, coffee
tables, end tables,
lamps, couches and
chairs. Hard back and
paper back books. For
the best prices and best
used furniture and appliances shop Trash and
Treasure, 806 Coldwater Road. 753-4569.
WHEEL Horse lawn
sweepers- light- medium 81 heavy duty- pull
type. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Road, 7531319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts . cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1976 12x65 NEW Moon, 2
BR, 1 1,2 baths, spacious living rdom &
kitchen on 3/4 acre lot
with front & back
porches. Also, 12x20
storage building with
masonite siding & slant
roof carport, good condition, $14,000. For sincere inquiries only call
759-4093.
KENTUCKY Lake
camp or home 10x46
mobile home and 12x27
build on rocirn, lot
100x275 at Cypress
Spring. $4.00 or trade
for truck, camper, boat
or etc. 901-642-8119.
NICE 12x60, 3 BR
mobile home. Will finance for qualified buyer
at payments less than
average rent. For information 435-4128.

TUESDAV. SEPTEMBER 24. BIM

43. Real Estate
ACRE lot, wood
frontage: 14x60 trailer,
fully furnished, excellent condition; well
water. 1/2 mile from
lake. Cypress Bay area.
Ky. side. $27,000. Work
day 615-362-3709 after
5p.m. weekends 502-436.
2435.
80 ACRES of land, Almo
area. Call after 5p.m
753-3966.
GOV'T. land $40 an
acre. Many lots available. Build a future! Call
1-619-565-1657 for info. 24
hrs.
kOPPERUD Realty offers and excellent selection of quality homes - all
price ranges, For all your
Real Estate needs phone
753-1222, or visit our office
at 711 Main.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR brick with
baseboard heat, air
conditioning, TVA insulated,. appita,n.ce_s„
storage building, full
bsement, carport, on
approximately 1/2
acre. located 4 miles out
on 641 S. Priced in mid
30's. Call after 6p.m.
492-8155.
2 BR cedar siding, gas
heat, air conditioning,
insulated, double construction storms &
screens, garden spot,
storage building. grape
arbor. Reasonably
priced. Open house
1-5p.m. Sept. 21st-22nd
& 28th-29th 115 S.10th St.
759-1813 or 753-6123.
2 BR house on edge of
Coldwater. Call
345-2205.

46

Homes for Sale
NEED to move Price
Reduced HOUSE and
two lots 3 BR. dining
room, kitchen, living
room and utility room. 2
storage buildings, carport. grape vines and
berries vines. Price
122.000 Phone 492-8492

50 .

Used

T r uck s

1978 CHEV Sports Van,
350 V8, air. 51,000 miles.
Call 753-4575 after 6p.m
1978 DODGE short
wheel base. 4 wheel
drive pickup, ps, pb.
air, 50.000 miles.
CLEAN! $4,750. Call
753-4837
1985 FORD custom van.
47
Motorcycles
high•top, dual air con1975 KAWASAKI ditioning, dual gas
KZ-400S, low miles,. lots tanks. 4 captain chain,
of extras. $350 Call CB radio. T.V . -cruise
control, tilt wheel. plus
753-3648.
1982 KAWASAKI dirt other extras. $6,800
miles. Price $16,500.
bike in good ...condition
->
Must sell. Make an Phone 901-642-7370.
1985 NISSAN pickup. air,
offer Call 759-9452
1983 XL600R HONDA. AM..'FM cassette stereo,
good condition Call sliding rear window.
sport wheels, bed cover.
753-9721.
1984 HONDA Elite, Call 753-9531 after 3p.m.
124cc, red with black '77 CHEROKEE, good
trim, optional trunk & mechanically. Must
cover, 2100 miles, 80 sell, asking $900. See at
407 S. 4th McKinney's.
mpg Call 762-2987
49

Used

Cars

51

53. Services Offered
DAVE'S WINDOW
CLEANING SERVICE
Professional results
Satisfied references
Commercial & residential
Free estimates. 10'', Senior
Citizens discount Call
753-9873 or 436-2845
DENNIS McClure construction. roofing.
painting, plumbing, interior or exterior
Phone 502=382-2689. Rt
1, Sedalia.
PENCE sales at Sears
now, Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs
nENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience. Carpentr:,
concrete/. plumbing
roofing, siding NO JOB
TO SMALL Free
timates Days 753.+i9'
nights 474-2276
G=ERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 153.2310_ _fur . free_
estimate

53

Services Offered

BRING your mowers
(riding & push), tillers,
chain saws. small .en
gines and welding to
Moody's Repair for
their tune up and over
haul
Cherry Corner
Road, 753 5668 Pickup
& delivery
Work
Guaranteed

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

a
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES

Campers
TREES t1%ir
,
r.im•c or
removed
1954 CHFAI BelAir. 2 197
Iso, yard
24 COACHMAN
work
Experienced
door _ hardtop__ .complete_ _ cump_er..in excellent
- -estrrrrates
chrome without motor condition Fully equip436 2690
and trans. Call 435-4215.
ped and self-contained.
WET BASEMENT. We
1967 JAGUAR XKE, $5,
)95.00 Call after 5p.m.
make wet basements
excellent condition, 759-1049
body restored, motor 2 WHEEL 12ft. Aladan
dry. Work completely
overhauled, less than camper, sleeps 4. sink.
guaranteed. Call or
50,000 miles, black with water & cook stove,
write Morgan Con
red leather interior, $850. Phone 759-4515
struction Co Rt 2, Box
$9500. Call 753-1222 after 6p.m.
409A, Paducah, Ky
Free Estimates
days, 753-6620 nights.
42001 Or call 1 4.12 7026
759-1983
1974 BRADLEY GT, 52. Boats-Motors
WILL do bush hogging
new engine, new tires, a 16' TRIHULL
Call 753 8590
WILL clean homes. Ex- 22
Mark SEWING Machine Rep
Musical
sharp car. Excellent Twain with 85
perienced. Good rehp out- air_ All makes and WILL haul white rock.
condition. $3200. Phone board Mercury
ferences. Call 753-8642.
sand, lime, rip rap and
. Tilt & models. Home & In
FOR SALE
382-2762 farm ington
trim, electrical start dustrail and bag closing masonary sand coal:
WILL do babysitting in
Spinet-Consols
1974 OLDS Cutlass and fuel pump. $2495.00 machines. Also
my home afternoons.
sissor dirt, gravel, fill Sand
Piano Bargain
Salon, 78,000 miles. Call 759-1049 after 5p.m.
Call Roger Hudson.
References. Call 753Sharpning.40 yrs ex
Wanted: Responsible party
excellent condition. 1983 VENTURE
4497.
'Bass perience. All work 753 4545 Or 753 6763
to take over low monthly
Must see TO appfeciate, boat. 115 hp.
WILL keep elderly lady
Mariner & guaranteed. Kenneth
payments on spinet piano.
$2000 with stereo. Call accessories.
in our home, private
Call 753- Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella.
See locally. Call Mr. Perry
after
5p.m.
753-5899.
9731.
Ky.
room. Experience with
1-800-882-8874.
1974
PONTI
AC Granreferences. Call
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
ATTENTION. Would ville Limited, nice, THE ideal starter SEWING Machine Re
753-6392.
FOR sale: upright
you like to buy a house engine is real good. Houseboat. 33 foot Seago- pair. All makes and
ing with large front deck, models. Residential &
*Boxing
will stay with sick or piano, needs tuning. 2 OR 3 BR, furnished. but don't
have much $200. Call 759-1825 after 4
AC/natural gas. Shady
cyl. Volvo engine, air. Commercial. Work
elderly at night. Phone $150. Call 759-9432.
*Farmi
money?
ng
Here's
your
8p.m.
shower, radios, tape Guaranteed. R. Wulff
Days 753-4410. nights. 753- kIMBALL pianos 8r Oaks 753-5209.
opportunity! A 2 BR 1975 FORD
*Barn Posts
Elite. Call player, excellent condi- 436-5560 Murray, Ky.
4590. Reasonable rates. organs. Check our NICE 2 BR trailer near house,
dining room, after 6p.m. 759-1457.
tion. Under $10,000. See at STUMP REMOVAL
Good references.
*Fence
prices before you buy. Murray. No pets. Call large utility room on
5. Lost and Found
1975 MUSTANG, excel- Town & Country Marina SER
489-2611.
Thurman Furniture, 208
VIC
approx.
E
Posts
1/2
acre.
$13,
LOST 1 year old, white, 10. Business Opportunity
lent condition, $1600. or 618-524-2533.
Main St. Murray 753- TRAILERS for rent. 500. Call 437-4243.
Mechanically removed
*Treat
ed
long haired Persian.
Lumber
Call
353.3648.
Couples
only
please.
10 inches below the
4834.
& quality are 1975
Reward offered. In
* Metal Roofing
OLDS Cutlass, 53. Services Offered
iALIES MONEY
Dills Trailer Court 753- the key
Surface, no damage to
PIAN
OS
Baldw
in
words
that
vacinity of Catalina igr
MEN WOMEN
good running condition. ALL type masonry surrounding lawn
organs, player pianos. 9104.
*Farm Hardware
describe this 5 bedPark Lane. Call
1Moture Person)
$850 Call 354-8430.
work, block, brick, Larry Wood 753-0211 or
New,
used
room,
pianos
4
,
bath.
•
2 story 1976
•nur•ti,
childr•n.
753-4703, night 759-1594.
30. Business Rentals
concret
PONTIAC Grand
e, driveways, 1 443 8682.
organs, grand pianos.
unlimited leads tror•I work
residence with adLOST 5 1/2 month old
hard & mok• 135.000 to
Lonardo Piano Co. 204
ditional 50ft.x96ft. Prix, tilt, cruise, air, sidewalks, patios, house
Boxer pup in Dexter150.000 o year commission
W. Washington St..
building plus 10 bay power. AM -FM cass- foundations. new
North 641 Craft
Aluminum
Almo area. Brown
Coll 800 826 eels
ette. Call 753-9298.
chimneys or chimney
Paris, Tenn.
equipment shed
spotted with white pator 800 826 4826
Marke
Flea
&
t
repair. 25 years ex•
Servi
1977
ce Co.
CHEV
SLINGE
ROLE
Located
RLAND
T
on 10 acres in
5 piece
ches, brown collar,
Now renting spaces.
Aluminum and vinyl
drum set, cymballs and
Southwest School dis- Caprice Classic, 350 V 8, perience. Free eswhite flea collar, anroad case. Serious insiding. Custom trim
trict. Home Sr 4 1/2 4 door, pb, PS, ac, good timates. Call Charles
For information call
Industrial Drive
swers to Butch. Re- 15. Articles for Sale
acres may be pur- condition, 52000. Call Barnett 753-5476.
work. References.
ward. 753-3283, 753-1492. CAMOUFLAGE army quiries only. Call after
Murray, KY
753-45
anytim
66
e.
APPLI
ANCE
753
chased
3846
5p.m.
before
753-5899.
seperately.
4p.m.
Call Will Ed Bailey.
753-2905.
Phone 759 1099
- -- pants St jackets. HerSERVICE. Kenmore,
Phone Kopperud Realty 753 8349 after 4p.M.
753-0689
LOS T1 a r ge mans survivors 24. Miscellaneous
753-1222 for all the 1977 FORD LTD, $1750. Westinghouse.
Labradoreipit bull. wholesale. Jerry's
Whirlpo
ol.
23
years
informat
ion.
1666 Ryan Ave.
32. Apts for Rent
answers to the name Sporting Goods. Hwy. 8 FT. flourescent lampexperience. Parts and
1977 FORD V8, auto
$1.75 each, 4 ft. flouresFred, very friendly, 121 Mayfield. 247-4704.
1 81 2 BR apt. near DO you need a year
service. Bobby Hopper.
drive,
cent
lamp$1.50.
power
Coffee
steering
Riviera Ct. area. Re- WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
downtown Murray. round home or a
Bob's Appliance Serward. no questions as- refrigerator with tex- table, end tables &
Adults only. Call 753- weekend get away air, radio, 76,000 miles, vice, 202 S. 5th St.
couche
excellen
s$35
t
&
condition
up.
Call
.
ked. 759-1559 after 5p.m.
4109, 762-6650, or 436- within one mile of the
tured steel door, only
Business 753-4872, 4343CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
after 4p.m. 753 0836.
LOST male & female $8.00 per week. Rudolph Bedroom suites with 2844.
5848 ihome).
lake? Here it is- 1973
bed,ches
dresser,
t,
(:US OM WOODWORKING
box
1977
LEMANS Sport, APPLIANCE REPAIR
setter bird dogs. Re- Goodyear 753-0595.
1 BR furnished apt., air 12x60 mobile home with
:
springs 8z mattress,
ward. Call 753-0578.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
conditioned. College central heat 81 air plus a 3 0 1 V8 automatic, Factory authorized for
•
(EWARD. Missing duty washer with 4 $175. Solid oak tables &
boys preferred. No pets. wired 12x24 outside power, air, silver with Tappan, Kelvinator and
chairs
,
old
kitchen
•.1 •.111 \“
from Lakeview Cottage cycles, only $6.00 per
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
121 North, next to fair storage building on 1.'2 black interior, $975. Brown. Service on gas
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Resort area. Happy, a week. Rudolph cabinet with porcelain
grounds. 753-3139.
acre lot. Offered at only Hardin 437 4808 after and electric ranges,
...
pull-out top, antique
Birch • Oak • Walnut •
4p.m.
Cherry
tri-color, wire hair Goodyear, 753-0595.
microwaves, disQUNCASES • MANTLES •
couches, used freezers, 2 BR upstairs apt., $10,900 through Mop
BOOKCASES•
1977
MONTE
terrier, has medical
Carlo,
perud
Realty
hwas
air,
753-1222.
hers, reKITCHeN. CABINET TOPS •
refrigerators, washers water furnished, deVANITIES
•
problem. Please call 16. Home Furnishings
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
posit required. Call ENJOY beautiful lake ps, pb, tilt, cruise, frigerators. etc. Earl
& FURNITURE REFINISH
& dryers. George Hodge
ING
COMPST1T
automa
IVII
502-436-5876.
PRICES
tic
Lovett.
Deep
transmi
354-6956 or 753By & Soo Our Display
sview from this 4 BR. 2
4 piece Sz Son. Dixieland Shop- after 6p.m. 753-0087.
dinette set, less than 1 ping Center, 753-4669.
for rent. 2 BR bath brick home in sion, power windows. 5341.
6
Help Wanted
1212 Main Murray, Icy, „7.3,594ct
year old. glass St wood ASHLEY wood heater
with private entrance. Panorama .Shores...-2, ,See„.on Hwy, 732 off 94. CLSTOM dozer worIL
East, 1/2 mile on right. Call David or Jimmy
PART time sales help top, rattan back chairs,
kitchen
s,
fireplac
in
e
$350
•
•
per
•6••••••••••••••• •
month.
Call
with blower & acneeded. Previous retail heavily padded, rust
Madding 247-5188.
den. Unbelievable low $975.
cessories, like new, 753-3966 after 5p.m.
experience preferred. colored seats, all legs
PRIVATE, furnished price. $35,000. Contact 1977 OLDS Delta 8g
$250. Call 753-4837.
Wedding
Varied hours, commis- gold chrome. Retails
for CHEST deep freeze. apt. Call 753-3234 Kopperud Realty 753- Royal, good tires, good
Photography
sion plan. Apply in approximately $800.
1222.
mechani
cal
conditio
n,
daytime
,
753-3964 after
person at Radio Shack. want $380 firm. Call Call 489-2785.
753-8298
FRESH on the market. 84,000 miles. Call .437#i.rn
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
COMPUTER & printer
Equal Opportunity Af- 435-4175.
CARTER STUDIO
AXING applications 3 BR redecorated home 4742.
OFFERING
TSR-80
model
II.
Radio
firmative Action CHILDS
near
Univers
the
1977
ity.
T
Bird,
new paint
dresser, large Shack, good conditio
for Section 8. Rent
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
n.
Employer.
Lovely
tree
shaded
lot.
job,
mirror, newly re51200.
Can be seen
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
1 North 3rd Entrance
SEINING machine finished. very sturdy, Paid $6,000 in 1982. will BR.
•%tnu• C r,rt
Apply Hilldale Lots of living area for at 215 S. 13th or call
sell for $800. Call Benoperators needed. $45. Call 759-9510.
the
money.
Offered
at
753
6730
Apts.,
INSULA
TION
Hardin
,fl.
blown
,
in
Ky.
nett
&
Associat
es 753Murray area. Send
Equal Housing $34,900 through Kop- 1978 Z 28 CAMARO, ps, by Sears. TVA apsize, walnut fin- 7273.
name, address, phone ish, poster
perud Realty 753-1222.
Opportunity.
air, tilt, factory tach, proved. Save on those
bed complete FOR sale, diamon
d
number & work ex- with
, 408 So. 12th
4 speed, needs work. high heating and coolmattress & engagement ring,
TWO bedroom brick
experience to Glen springs,
ing
bills.
$1500.
Call
$75. Call 435- cellent quality,
duplex,
7513134
Call
Sears
two
til
miles
east
Real good 246
Murray, Ky.
apPucket. Box 34-G. New 4369 after
753-2310 for free
5p.m. after 753-5336.
5p.m.
praised at $1,000. Best of Murray. Call
Concord, Ky. 42076.
acre form, good 7 1979 TORONA
42071
753-1566.
MOVING must sell. offer. Call 753-0631.
DO, extra estimate
EASY ASSEMBLY 2-piece sectional group,
room
house,
nice, 61,000 miles, 55200. J.L. McKnight & Sons
FOR
sale,
good
used
33. Rooms for Rent
WORK! $600.00 per 100. rust & beige stripe, good
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Call 753 3643 or 753.6848.
modern, lots of
Guaranteed payment. condition, price $300. cash register, excellent
Rd. Buyer of standing
ROOMS for girls or
1982
MAZDA
626
conditi
4
door,
on.
$150.
Call
buildi
ngs,
No experience/no Rust recliner $100. 3big
timber. Call 753-7528.
boys near university.
$4200 Call 753 0573
437-4678.
sales. Details send self- piece contremporary
tobacco
base. 1982 Z 28, black & gold, JOINER'S complete
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
addressed stamped en- bedroom suite with box FREE tree tops for
Also,
big
new tires, excellent tree service, 32 yrs.
grain
firewoo
d
to
the right 34. Houses for
velope; Elan Vital- 332, springs & mattress $200.
Rent
condition, asking $7400. experience. Also,
base, no rock. 124
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. Call 753-7989 after 12 individual. Call 753-0640
2 BR brick. Call
Call after 4p.m. 753 4487 stumps mechanically
after 5p.m. ask for Tim.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
noon.
acre form, good
removed 10" below
or 759 4582
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1985
FREE' vacuum bagger 435-4379.
big tobacco & '79 MALIBU Classic, surface. Call 753-0366.
with any flew 100 series 2 RR, garage, fenced in
10:00 A.M.- RAIN OR SHINE
Wheel Horse Mower. yard, no appliances.
automatic, ps, pb, air, 2 L EE'S CARPET
groin base. Real
CLEAN
ING.
For
all
AT BROWN'S GROVE
Stokes Tractor. Indust- Call Century 21 Loretta
door, small V 8, 1
good 90 horse InJobs Realtors 753-1492
NEAR MURRAY KENTUCKY
rial Rd., 753-1319.
owner, $2, 875 . your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
ternational
Weekdays after 4p.m.
LARGE octagon shaped ask for Pam.
SALE LOCATION From Murray Ky Take
estimate call 753-5827.
489 2266.
dozer, tilt blade.
card table with 8 chairs, 3 BR house, carport,
Hwy 121 North 8 Miles To The County
Satisfied references.
month to month rental.
$150. Call 753-7737.
'82
MAZDA
RX7,
black,
Line Intersection Take Hwy 893 East
Massey Ferguson
LICENSED Electrician
1 owner, good condition,
NCR up all your leaves Century 21 Loretta Jobs 540
2 Miles To The Sale Site
for residential and
combine, $6975 Call 753 7275
& grass clippings with Realtors 753-1492 ask
SIGNS POSTED!!
commercial. Heating
good shape.
our new lawn vacuum. for Pam.
and air condition, gas
50
Used
Trucks
Will fit most any riding 410 S. 10th, 2 BR. gas
Phone
TRACTORS
installation and repair.
mower you may own! heat. TVA insulated.
1976 CHEVROLET 4x4. Phone 753-7203.
502-885-5812
Case 1070,C44, Duals•2-John Deere 4020 Dal
Stokes Tractor. Indust- $200 & deposit $150. Call
s•2black Call 435-4558.
MITCHELL ,Paving.
AC 185 051.5•IMC 574 Del •niC 806 Dsi Duals
753-5094.
rial Rd., 753-1319.
•2-NICE 2 BR. sunken den NICE 1981 RANGER Sealing striping. repair
Cm
530
Utility's
•
John
Deere
720
FOR
rent, 2 BR brick, I with wood stove on F-100 short
RAILROAD ties.
wheel base & complete asphalt
grades, $7. $9 & $12. Call bath, appliances. 4 brick hearth, shaded lot pick•up, 2 tone
paint. installation. All jobs.
COMBINES AND HEADS
miles out on 641 S. $275 a in nice neighborhood
753-2905 or 435-4343.
lots of chrome, $5,000 large & small Call
SEASONED firewood - month/deposit. Call Call 753-9021
Gleaner
F-2
Dal., Ca A. 13' Floating Curter Bar. Chopper
Call 753-0457
753-1537.
oak. hickory, mixed after 6p.m. 492-8155.
w FL-430 Cornhead•Gleaner F Ds1 CA A 13 Platform
NEED cabinets built to
hardwoods $30 rick FOR rent or sale. 2 BR
w C-430 Comhead • J hn Deere 94 Square Back w
suit your need. What
delivered. Min. order 2 house in Almo Heights
Both Heads•MF 510 Dal
about
custom
made
DAILY
GOLD
SILVER
&
PRICES
ricks. Call John Boyer with garage and one
furniture. Call now for
Gold
Silver
753-0338.
EQUIPMENT
acre. $200 deposit, $225
more information. 753SHINGLES, 60 amp per month. Call
Closed
Closed
°834 Ken's Cabinet
John Deere 7000 Plateless 4 Row Planter. No
Till, Fort
boxes. bed. 4-ton air 759 1647.
Yesterday 330.00
Shop- Estimates are
Attach.•2-AC 6 Row No Tin Planters•White 5434
Yesterday
6.21
Row
conditioner. Call 753- HOUSE for rent or sale.
givenPlanter• Ford 2 Row Planter•2-Holland
Opened
Opened
2 Row Pull
3911_
_
3 bdrm, 2 bath, ap
Type Setters•New Holland Hay Rake•2-Ne
NEED
work
on
your
Today
w Holland
329 70
Today
6 19
pliances. 1704 Farmer
Hay Balers•Ford 501 Mower•6 Bush Hog
trees" Topping. prunRotary CutDown
Down
30
.02
Ave. 5400/month &
ter•2. 3. 4. & 5 Bottom Plows. 3P1 And
0
0 4
ing, shaping, complete
4,70,:goi
Semi•2. 4
Compliments of:
deposit. 753 3006
6 Row Cultivators•Brillion 5 Tine Ripper•
removal and more. Call
4Vi;
Dunham 14
-VklY** 0 4
evenings.
Cultimulcher•John Deere 1630 Cutting Disc•
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
B OVER'S TREE
Krause
21'
Hyd
Folding
NICE 3 BR home, S.
SERVI
Disc
•
3
CE
Spray
for
Rigs
Pro•Gravity wagon
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
•
gy
54
Transport
121h.
Grain
fession
Availabl
Auger
al
•
e
tree
Oct.
care.
Several Wheel Discs
1,
bP -z-l/i7
7S 3 7 1 1 3
•500 Gal. Poly Tank•Several Chisel Plows•Gehl
$325. Call 314 458 2060
753-0338.
GrinWe buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
der
Mixer
•
And
The
List
after 3:30p.m.
Goes
And
On
On
ODD job specialist,
Hours 10 6 Daily, Closod Sunday
ceiling fans. electncal.
OLIVE St. house corn
This Will Be An Open Sale For Local And
Arse
plumbing. fencing. You
plete with appliances.
Farmers That May Have Machinery That
They
name it, I do it. You
Perfect for couple or
Would Like To Have Soler Several Other
Farmers
buy. I install. You
single. 1 year lease. Call
Will Be Consigning To This Sale'
break. I fix Call 436.
753 3913.
CONSIGN YOUR SURPLUS MACHINERY
•
2868
TO THIS SALE
37. Livestock-Supplies
PAINTING Paper
A GOOD PLACE FOR BUYER AND SELLER
hanging. commerical or
?IAA old' saddle
TO MEET!!
residential. Free eshorse sorrel, light
timates, References. 25
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY'. OF SALE'
mane & tail Call 435years experience.
4201
Located 6", mass Han of Hand Ky
Tre mon Farris 759-1987
CASs,
11.../T'
Eel"awe.:
Turn won at State On. Rd In Hazel
11,
go 5.1
38. Pets -Supplies
ROOFING. Plumbing.
- EN6341-mt altos
oct- og.1 s E
mites
Concrete work, Adturn loft go I mkt
ARC
register
.001.04
ed
Cocker
,
ditions. Painting,
The AuctiONEER A REAL ESTATE.
Spaniel, female, 1 year
BROKER
General Carpentry.
FANCY FARM KY
old,
house
broken
&
t-'
94.1=11- IP
.A.
P
•tuggerif
Molon
y Co
/.11054-SAS,
spayed. Great pup
a.se
1'0321 623 8466 OR
E\11.1
.
L.
cOpi 671 6385
753 8628
Free
435-4201
\FittNC. SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL
Estimates
STATES

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

FARM
LUMBER

nEAUTY

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Onunr•s

•

FEALTIFUL

DuRLnx

•

Hopkins Insurance Agency

PULL

Call
Dr. Too 'Napkin!
(502)7534202

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Employment Available For
Experienced
Auto Mechanics
Truck Mechanics
Fringes Plus Retirement
Apply In Person Only To
Walter Byars, Service Mgr.
Trucks•Trailers-Buses,
Inc.
u.s. 641 South
Murray, Kentucky

-

It's Fall Planting Time!
All Shrubs & Trees 20% Off

10" Hanging Baskets
$5.00
Cushion Mums
$1.99
Sale ends Sept. 28, 1985
Closed Sunday

Ate.

AUCIrION Ng it.

Hutchens Plant'Farm

JAMES R. CASH

"

•

\

,

•t

-Am.
-

'Woo

.

_

4lar

Vs.

-
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Thursday,Sept. 26
OMMUnitV•(('ont'dfrompage4) dl will meet from 1 to 5
p.m. at Keniake Hotel.
Thursday,Sept. 26
Thursday.Sept. 26
Compassionate to a movie.
Senior citizens' ac—— — —
.
Parent Support Group
tivities will be from 10
Special arts reception
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Calloway County Health will be at 5 p.m. in Clara and Douglas
Centers
Department.
-M. Eagle Gallery, Fine and from 10
a.m. to 3
——— —
Arts Center. Murray
p.m at Ellis Center.
Murray Shrine Club State University.
————
will meet at 7 p.m. and
Mothers' Day Out will
Comedian Steve HudRizpah.Clowns at 8 p.m.
be at 9 a.m. at First
at Western Sizzlin. Din- son will present a free Baptist Church.
ner for both groups will coffeehouse performance at 8 p.m. in
be at 6 p.m.
Stables Lounge, Curris
————
Zeta Department of Center, Murray State
Newborn admissions
Murray Woman's Club University.
and dismissals at
———— •
will have a salad supper
Murray-Calloway CounHealth Express of ty Hospital for Monday,
O at 6:30 p.m. at club
Murray-Calloway Coun-. Sept. 23, have been
house.
— —— —
ty Hospital will be at released as follows:
Joy Waldrop will Paris Landing State
Newborn admissions
speak to Parent and Park from 9 to 11 a.m.
Kinsland baby girl.
Child Education Class in and at Old School Yard parents, Thomas and
Room 228, Stewart at New Concord from Debbie, Box 315, Big
Stadium. Murray State 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Sandy, Tenn.;
University. at 9 a.m.
——— —
Futrell baby boy,
Chapter 50 of Disabled parents. Richard and
— —— —
Events in Land Bet- American Veterans and Kathleen, Waldrop
ween the Lakes will in- Auxiliary will meet at 7 Trailer Court No. 17.
clude Skywalk at 2 p.ni p.m. at Legion Hall.
Murray.
at Golen Pond Visitor
——— —
Dismissals
Center Planetarium.
Epsilon Lambda
Mrs. Virginia Sue
————
Chapter of Beta Sigma Rowland, 317
AA and Al-Anon- will Phi will meet at 7:30 Woodlawn, Murray;
have closed meetings at p.m. at Commerce James McGehee, 410
p.m. at First Christian Centre.
North First St., Mur————
Church. Benton. For inray: Mrs. Glenda
formation call 753-0061,
Free government Anderson, Rt. 2,
762-3399, 753-7764 or commodities will be Murray;
753-7663.
distributed from 9 a.m.
Mrs. Mary Miller, 713
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Riley Ct._ Murray; Mrs.
Murray Single Con- County Road Mable Perry, 405 North
12th St., Murray;
nection will meet .at 6 Department.
p.m. at Golden Corral
George Henke, Rt. 7,
— —— —
Kentucky Arts Coun- Mayfield.
for supper and later go

C

Report listed

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial A% era ge
Air Products
Apple Computer - •
American Telephone
Stratton
Briggs
Chr%sler
Cracker Harrell_
Dollar 1:en. Store
Durakon
Z•Ern Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.Ai.%
General Motors
GenColop. Inc
Goodrich

-1.12
::37 µ
-

•,1
'21 1
+ $
283 N _1 4
361„ tinc
.1
11 3
291
unc
123 4
+I
123 I unc
14 1
4
91 8 + I 4
+I4
373 4
fiVN .3 8
461-7 ...I
31 3, tint

Goodyear
I.B.M.
-lerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penn alt
Quaker Oats
scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
1 .S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
%endy's

C.E.F. Yield

tine

28'1

32I N
4/43 4
383 8

NARY A
NICKEL
NOT EVEN
PNE PENNY
NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NO INTEREST
CHARGE

521
11

N

331 2

355/8
53 -3
3:13,2 .1
493,4 .1
15 un(
7.2.

Absolutely Nothing Due
Until March 10th, 1986

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

ALL THIS

C-?

THE
ENESCO
•A

EWIDE
T

•11

110,I

PRICES REDUCED ON:

4
11
1-1'
COLLECTION

1 FF

0

aao

.0

0

PRECIOUS
MOMENTS
COLLECTION
Good September 23-30
Including

Figurines & Porcelain
And Plush Dolls
Shop Early For Christmas
Layaway Available

R

ECLCIP72014

9
:
30012-S I-Cartd

aecn &rail
alltnut d1ff
(U.S. J1iy4way 641 c.1-Volt4
dllutsay, 9(entue4y 4207,
'L-134ont: 502-75Q-9758

113ROYHILL
"BENCHCRAFT
With a Minimum
"CATNAPPER
Purchase Of Only
"SERTA
$299 And Approved
"FLEXSTEEL
Credit, Just Pick
'COCHRANE
It Out. Not One
''SOUTHERLAND
Penny Due Until
March 10th, 1986, i'ATHENS
Not Even Interest. vPEOPLE LOUNGER
"UNIVERSAL
vROWE

CRASS
FURNITURE

103 S. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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